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FOROEORD

This is the final and summary progress report submitted under G.O. 8695

in compliance with Contract AF0'4(611)-lO15'6, Part I, Para. 132. The

research reported herein, which covers the period of I April 1965 through

31 March 1966, was sponsored by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory,

Research and Technology Division, Air Force Systems Command, Edwards,

California, with Mr. R. A. Biggers acting as the Air Force Project Engineer.

This program was corducted in the Chemical Research Section of the Rocketdyne

Research Division, with Dr. J. Silverman serving as Program Manager and

Mr. M. T. Constantine serving as Responsible Project Scientist.

This report has been assigned the Rocketdyne identification number l-65-535.

The following technical personnel contributed to the work described in

this report:

Phase I: Literature Survey

A. II. Rock

M. J. Seric

K. J. Youel

Phase II: Experimental Physical Property Characterization

G. L. Bauerle (Viscosity, Inert (;as Solubility)

Dr. J. Gerhauser (Specific Iheat)

Dr. J. V. Hamilton (Specific heat)

J. V. Lecce (Thermal Conductivity)
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rhe resqults of a 12-month prograrn on tit(- analytical anti experimental ehmiarac-

teri,ization of the physical properties of selected liquid propel lants are-

pr-esented in three phases. in PI'iase I. it literature suiv:'v wgas conldat:'d

to upd)(ate the presentlIy available comip ilat ion of phys ival prope t tes datal.

Phase [U expcrimental e'fforts have resuilted inl the measut-rmtlt of

N -I (cil )\i,('0 o and ('11 1- thermal conduct ivi ty TIRBA and Cl F.

sonic- ve'loci ty: CI F and ('IN11L -N, Specific heat, arld cotrec't ionl of Cl 1'.
)). -

spvcific heat data; ClI".. phase propei-tie'.: antd tit(' des igtn and ass~tmh Iy of

appirrativie s for nensttrementt ofI intelrt gas Solubliiity ill Ii tjttids mtidlihqutid

visco.4i tie-s tt ex.tenttlc' telmtieratctros wud itrssti's PaeiII effor~t

inc I tied the ass emblyI and evalIua ti on of1 phtysical1 proj u't-ty dtatia ott MU i- I

MfD .,~f-1 lV. ,A- and CI F. fat' fuiture siuwnarvy pibi Iicatiott and cori'elal ion

of' all datai generated in Plttses I and HI.

(Cori f dential. Ahstriet )
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Stsvess rti dRi-m' and!l deilttvt' I itmtit of' Jilt operat lit IGfl I iqid pj llropulsi jont

'Ilissi 14- systvi'f i. *it'ptidettt fill tlin s tate (if' thi', 14-ctlitioil n'ry of titi ptropi1-

li lit $ liti It i/ml illtit th N . . t 1.1n. Complj reihi'ttim v- 1% litot I vi'l g ot' i t lit- p)rope' I I lit' t a

ph~alw. lthermodiymn~li e t ralimpoi't *.and lv 14 '0tr!1.nt~f iti- prop.' rt ives isa reit'qiirei

t' Or tilhe d e t aI i I tid iii's i urin .and 01114' Id i fllt o I' till It .rmp Iv\ ph s i en I and clif-tti ica I

p titt' .' se $ inIvoI lve its t .1lllkit-.' * jtllIII1 ili . 4.11 s ii 41 ill j l('t i fill. volaliis t i on

litli't tl'allsieI. e~tc. * thitlt art' iliti'gt'l fOl'lar ti the~ missile. svstm.'.

l'telilt'itely I li. .t I t- aqii ~ t ion or t 114'!4l't.&tatt5 dr\ phi si it Ia prope rty tiat a has

]a-I v detliItvv'1opmentt or propuilIsi on systi-l usIins 11 w l il itOti prop llats. Ml t iotaidi

part iaii phtys ical c'harace I'rizatijoltit' lit, ill-' -Ii nits has 4i'tltlielI iniittitai

sV'4t em th-ve' tfloll'flt t' I' rut' t ( 4i'iOils gaps illt itt it'r emsit~ iIal ph1diva e

pr'opert y data have beeni tile pat~n_ i z ,g .Itars llt reiltit'iuhg th l'Myst i'ns to

('omleijt -tC operatitIotnal prac~'tice t'l' * iti litit jo lt'jall IV'iS 11( ittiil~ti i it ion Or'

many propelliant cand idate havt- Ifit-l' h('fl illta'l~t (ctrtJailed by'i intillf I ic i

phyiii cal data. Tht''eii reqiemtat s I'm mit'l'i e~tt-i ls i e ula ia ill I hiest- Jirt'Jls

hlavet hecotn inc rit-sti g lY i'vidi-ii'i I 1ilt' the tI api cat i ot range~ts ori till' prIopel'I-

1Jlants art'. byi eile i thev-i V'l ('I di't. ig dvii(i'lll'd s (f Inure' Sit'i ilu'Z'lt misionsi 111

II.1i14d Oil thi S ('4)11HtIii 11(14 reqigIremt'liit hirl *le (II li. pll' ica ~'~l p ropv'rtý 'I a t:s nit

a v'ar'i ety of' e urr'ent Jlti a tnd near- t .1 tJa pro 'llhi I ilIs ti 4he'I vtyl.' in it juteid a

pt'ogriin m'iller' Contrat 'i'tAI(I I )-1O5116(. Thiiis p l'ligni;Utt e0115iste of'i 0i*5' tLifu~t it'

pyicai(Jl properlty charm14.'i~ l i /it ifil of, si1'e I vi'ui liqid£11 plop0Illarli of' iltitr''tst

to tile A ir Force over tvi'.'temi mri %fo ill pi'i's~li'- r'Jitgt v'iJl('ti('Jl tit prtopui on i 43

system eflgii)('4'l'itg.

d octment. all t'ejtoit-.'d phys i ciil~ p'topeCt y ditta ott pl'op~l' 1nts of' Iill[ -rest to4

the Air Force.' Untde r Mtas.'tI fl tlVimaviialt Ic and ussmi't iali pthys$ical p-opet'i'teIs
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of selected propellants were experimentally determined. Phase ITT

comprised the evaluation of data generated in Phases I and IT and

subsequent Phase II direction of effort.

This report describes each phase of the program in terms of objective,

and results and accomplishments.

CONFIDENTIAL
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SLTMMAITY

Analytical and experimental research conducted during a 12-month period

on a program to complete the data on essential phy3ical properties or

current and near-term propellants of interest to the Air Force is described

in three phases.

Phase I consisted of a literature survey to update the presently available

compilation of physical properties data. Continuation of the survey of

current propellant literature over the entire 1W-month period, to supplement

tho original 1- to 2-month concentrated, comprehensive literature survey,

was performed as a part of Rocketdyne's normal in-house funding.

The experimental characterization of essential physical properties of

selected propellants was conducted under Phase II. Experimental efforts

were directed at measurements of thermal conductivity, sonic velocity (and

compressibility), specific heat. density, inert -as solubility, and viscosity

of selected propellants in in order related to their importance to the Air

Force. Liquid thermal conductivity Ineasitrements were completed under

saturated conditions on the N),,l ,o-('L)oN,,N2 .(30-j0) fuel blend at temperatures

from .10 to 9003 F and on monomethylhydra/ine at temperatures from -50 to

5W30 F through use of a steady-state concentrie-cylinder condu tivity eq, .

The valid data were curve-ritted with the following equations:

k (BTU/hr-ft-F) = 0.171 - 0. 'V- x lo0 T(F) - 1.21) x 10 T (.)
CILN 1I.

k(flT'h"..ft-F) - 0. i,, - 1.01; % 10' T(r.) - 1.5,() x 10 T (F)

As a result of apparatus checout tests, sonic velocity was measured in

a 30 i'o a(jueous solution of IIF at 77 F (Ih',1 mse.) and in propellant

grade IItFNA from 159 to 80 F (1428 to 1517 m, see). Data ret.lti•i, from

CONFIDENTIAL
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measurements of sonic velocity in CIF_ over a temperature ratig•, of' P2 to

104 1' were curve-fitted with the following equation:

(nu/sec) =t4.3%4 x 10- 2.22, x T(c) + 2.()': P 10 x (,)

Addiabatic compressibilities calculated from these udata r.angvtd froi'
1-"; O-b -I

2.131& x 10 to 2.172 x 10 psi" (') to 80 F) for IIIJYA and established

the following relationshipfor CIl:_:

11 2l*-S(p.•i- ) = .5. 1 -10 .P1 90 x 10 T"(€: + l Isi x 10

Equations for the specific heats of ClIF- ;uid C[_.,,I_ were de ived fromi da ta

taien in exxperimental niasilureIlients using .il adiabhatic en lorifllmu*t I. Ihle

specific beLnt of' (CIF under saturated conditiolns from ]'I 1" to IT! F is:

C (C tal,-.m-K)= -..089 16 + 0.9815 x 10 T(W - 0.2(I ?] x to (K

0.1030 x 10 7 T 3

'lonome thvl hi-drani:oe lpev*,ifie heat from b8 F to 2108 F is:

-1 'IT
S(vaI gm-i) -0.7'138 + 0.1152 x 10IT(K) -0.29(5 x ll- (K) + 0.2618I \ 111i-'

Data obtained preVviously on CIF specific henat iere corrected by applraiiu,4 ,'ali-

bration and curvv- fttteted from -58 F to 122 F uitlt thin, rollot il equation:

1 s(c.l ,847m-K) = 0.91)22 x I0 -T(K) + 0.593 \ I0'To -)o. ',i' x to)If

(K)~t (K))ý

A, Poole-Nylergr d(ensimft le, was u.ed to 1ii"t,,suie ('IF. delilsit y over It t el'raitil'n

range of 52 F to thel critical poiitt. These dat a corresponded with previo o'lu.l

CI
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rt l i t l l ,h I ol

(g/cc) - 5.433 - 2.955 x 10-2 T(K) + 8.625 x 1O"'T2  
-*9.374 x 10_8T

over it 'mnpt-aiiit tl raiviv (i' F215 F' i -322 F'. Tilt' datit uvtre t-%trapolated

:graphi i 'i I IY to t I it, cr t icit I loittiat I l iv ftt'itt (tI add it. imuia I c'vierjmerntal iY
oh t .iiied pohint. Vap)or pressure dta mitind Futrthter vo f ivattt io oi r tile

denlj ty daita "ot'e ol a iiit'd oni C(F- 1'. ar the( ',* j at ,oal Fiti ron it citnatant

vol time valpor jirtssutr homb. Tie crit icafl tvlitpe ra turt of' ( IP de*tttmto-hieid

frmom o'ser-at loll of't the ii quiid-vapor inen i so'ti di sappjoairminc', is 155.1) F.

j1,.-S i goil. I it! Iri ealf itOi. .14 and ci I jt-;.t mu oiF of*f appimit tis to measure i lt~iet gas5

'ýi1 iii' iiit\ il I qtimlod p'opleIlaltits Iias bieen completed. Till- apparatits tUaS

[wsitvSi eiItlt wtill loaded ul thI ('ii 1 prel imnr N,, (g ) solubail iity rmnamire-

lilt-lit st hilaw hll(4l ill i I lilt I'd illt tIt i '- ittOlt' Iliit

i'iilal itsst'it IN (if' all a I I -uiit ill capi I inry vi mcoflht ttr i % nealy'tI t'oitliet edt

h~ith Ithtits iljlji'Llt ims. thle flotioll of ti( lie Iitjdt-gas ititt trfrti uri thit Uthe

- Iv it.'i iiii a oF* Iliv apparatuts is F'oil oui~ l l~vinv ans ol, ai magnmetic' si teeI

rFI ol I at Ith i lt 41-111' iI -a' tflill it d i 'I (- mt ei tit]I trtlisMform-'r surround i ig t Ie t tut'.

Plitse 11T inivolved tilt tivt'ral antfaivs i. .corrin''latit i an ml evaititioititt of

ill I taititi ion lat -u -tgalls aittl format iori of* tltl- e-\pvrim~iittaI phuit oif iet i (i

Fa'o Pihase rI (4'F oit. Addtiot it eft] 'FFort prov'idt10( c olptii1t't phiys9ical proi~ t MY

('utitlogiligr of Illpe.4' i.1tl F'or fisuttru' sisnma~r'.- pull icatiotll. lDntit rorz't'1t intol

ef For'ts i't'silt:1t ' inl iti'-vt- it Ii iw two dif 't-rei't set s orf' CF.. Vi scosity

dittit from -1150.1) to i8 i wiith Iill lt 'oi 1oulitg equittitiolt:

log 40 i 1,'tsc)=-' $)5 + 60O". 1l:), T(
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TECHNICAL PRlOG;1•UM

PIL\SE I: LITEILITITE SURVEY

OBJECTIVE

The Phase I objective was a 1- to 2-month literature survey to update and

supplement 11ocketdyne's present compilation and documentation of liquid

propellant property data over operational temperature and pre,,sure ranges.

This survey was designed to review all propellants of present and near-

future interest to the Air Force, with primary emphasis placed on the

following fuels and oAidizers:

Fuels Oxidizers

Liquid hydrogen (Ut2 ) Liquid oxygen (412)

UDMI?-N2H 4 (50-50) Chlorine pentafluoride (ClF )

Hydrazine (N2114 ) Chlorine trifluoride (CIF 3 )

u1 F~ 2~i Fluorine (F 2 )

MM (CH3 N2 H 3 ) Hydrogen peroxide (11,20,2)

N II -HOIT-l 0 mixture Nitrogen tetroxide (N,0 )

Ilybaline A-3 Mixed oxides of nitrogen (MON)

hlybaline B3. FLOX mixtures (0 2 -F 2 )

Alumizine Oxygen difluoride (OF2 )

Pentaborane (BniI 9 ) Tetrafluorohydrazine (N.2 F,,)

Diborane (B11 0)

MAF fuels

7
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R.S1"LTS ,\NT) A(TO',IPIISID.NTS

The comprehensive survey of the propellant properti,-A I iterature, conducted

as Phase T. was completed during the first quarter of thet program. This

concentrated el'fort, directed primarily at propellants of interest to the

Air Force (as noted in the PMase T objectives), was materially minimized

by previous llocketdyne efforts in this area. IDuring the remainler of the

program, a continuous documentation of current propellant properties liter-

attire was maintained as part of a normal in-house function.

A major portion of the literature survey %as centered around the following

reference sources:

1. Chemical Proiulsion Agency Abstract.s (formerly Chemical Propulsion

Information Agency auud Liquid Propul.sion Information Agency), 1958

to the present.

2. Chemical Abstracts, 1907 to the present

3. (;melin's llandbuch tier anorganischen Chemic, Herlin (Earliest work

on a given compound through N')3( and 10-7; revisions aod addenda

fr•m, 19538 to the present)

*t. N\SA CSTAII Abstrat-ts, 1()-') to the present

3. Technieal Ahstract Bul1, 1etin (TAB) Index. Defense Documentation

Center (formerly ASTTA), 10)18 to the present

In addition to the ahove references, original propellwat data sources were

located through:

1. International Critical Tables, Vol. I-VIII, published in 1'28

2. Various text hooks on chemical compounds

5. Propellant handbooks compiled within the proptl:sion community

(including the- liquid propellant manuals compiled by Battelle

Mlemorial Inst ituite and the Chemical Propulsion A\t.,ucy)

8
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Ii. Propellant manufacturers t information texts, propellant data

brochures, and research reports

5. Rocketdyne and University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)

library references

All reference data not on file at Rocketdyne were ordered from the original

source wherever possible. When this was impractical or impossible,

reprints of the data were ordered from secondary sourcea such as ASTIA,

UCLA, etc. Upon acquisition, all material was checked for other data

references; any additional sources noted were ordered. The data contained

in the material generated by this survey were compiled and evaluated under

Phase III.

9
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PMISE II: LEMPEIIMNTAL PHYSICAL PROPEJITY CILII1,CTERIZATION

OBJE, CTTVE

Phase II was a 12-month effort directed at the experimental characterization

of essential physical properties of selected propellants. During the initial

weeks of the program, a list of required physical properties of a variety of

propellants relqted to innmediate Air Force needs were to be ranked in order

of importance. Upon approval of this list by the Air Force Project Engineer,

experimental efforts were to begin on those property determinations ranked

highest in importance; property determinations of lesser importance were to

be undertaken as required.

RESULTS AN"D ACCOMPLISI•MTS

Phase I and III efforts during the first month of the program established

an experimental plan for Phase II measurements. With concurrence of the

Air Force Project Engineer, experimental efforts were directed at measure-

ments of thermal conductivity, sonic velocity (and compressibility), specific

heat, density and vapor-liquid relationships, inert gas solubility, and

viscosity on selected propellants. The order of propella;:ts c.aracterize('.

is given in the Phase III discussion.

F'our basic factors wert considered as primary qualifications in selection

of the techniques and apparatuses used in the experimental determination:

1. The Mciniq•e and apparatus for each particular property is

applicable (or reaidily adaptable) for use with a maximutm

varieLy of propellants.

2. Accuracies achieved with the selected techniques are consistent

with those requiired in system application of the particular

propellant.

-t •m aUs RAW iw Was ? r=='
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5. Standard test methods are used wherever possible.

4. There in a consideration of measurement cost; wherever possible,

available apparatus is utilized.

After apparatus and technique selections were completed, apparatus prepara-

tion was initiated. Some of the desired physical property measurements

required the design and fabrication of new apparatuses; preparation for

other measurements required only the calibration of available apparatuses.

Upon completion of apparatus preparation, experimental measurements

were started with the propellant of choice; additional propellants were

characterized as time permitted.

During the program, experimental measurements were conducted on the thermal

conductivity of N4ll,- (Cl),,N,,(50-30).and CilN.,IL, sonic velocity (and

compressibility) in I.lUNA andi CIF-, specific hent of CIF. anti CILN.,11. and

the density (and vapor-liquid relationships) of (1F,. Inert gas solubility

measurements were initiated on CIF.,and final a• ,oni?'y of an ap;.araltus for

CiF5 viscosity measurements was nearly complete. In addition, eopperimental

data previously determined for CIF'. sp1ecific hee fIit-f. 1) herr correctod

through apparatus calibrations.

The efforts conducted under each of these areas of stu:dy are described in

the follow<ing paragraphs. Included in the discussion (of the technical

accomplishments and results under this program are the results of CIF3

critical temperature measurements conducted under company-sponsored funding.

Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of two propellants, 30 w/o hydrazine-50 w,'o

unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine fuel blend, and monomqthylhydrazine, was

measured during this program. The apparatus used for obtaining thermal

conductivity data was P steady-state, concentric-cylinder conductivity

cell. This apparatus was in existence at the outset of the current inves-

tigation. It was built by flocketdyne several years ago to measure thermal

conductivity of liquid propellants, and the construction materials were

compatible with the propellants of interest in this current effort.
12CONFIDENTIAL
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The cell ised in this proaram is shown schematieally in Fig. 1 . Thie test

fluid is contained in a thin annular passage between two alutnintun alloy

cylinders. The annulus is approximately i-inch in diameter, 0.020-inch

thick, and 5-5/'ti-inches long. The ends of the annulus are settled with

two Teflon 0-rings, which hold the cylinders concentrically ituaa minimize

thle heat conduction path between the cylinders. To~ keep end effects at a

minimum, two thermal barriers fabricated of Teflon are fitted over the endds

of the cylinders. The cell is hold together by two stainless-steel end

plates which fit over the thermal barriers.

Six pairs of copper-ctistantan thermocouples are imbedded at various

positions in both cylinderr, close to the surface of the cavity containing

the test fluid. Thermocoaple wire diameter is as small as possible to

minimize heat loases. An electrical resistance heater, locattud in tihe

iiner cylinder, supplies the heat energy to establish a temperature gradient

across the liquid layer. The temperature of the ouiter cylinder is maintained

by a constant temperature bath.

The experimental procedure is straight-forw'ard but rather tedious. A sample

of the test fluid is placed into a stain less-stee l loading appatrattus uhich

is attached to the cell. By proper manipulation of valve.s on thie loadillg

apparatus, the nnumlus is first evacuated and thel te-qt fluid is drlwil into

the cell. The cell is placed in a constant-temperature- hati. atnd tlhe btth

fluid is ad.justed to a preselected and regulatted temperatture. Electrical

power is applied to the cell heater through use of a regulated d-c power

supply until at temperature gradient of the desired magnituide is obtained

acroes the annulus. Temperature gradients are kept to ,bout I F to niiimi/e,

convection. After thermal equilibrium is attained, measiirements or he.ter

voltage and current are made through use or a Lveds and Northrup K-1

potentiometer in conjunction with it precision volt !ox and current shunt.

This instrument is also used to measure thle temperature gradient across

.the annulus and the bath temperature.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Figure 1. Thermal Conductivity Cell.
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The thermal conductivity of the test rluid is calculated through use of

the equation:

k A X
AAT

where

k = thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-F

Q = heat flux, Btu/hr

A = heat transfer area normal to heat flux, ft"

A X = liquid layer thickness, ft

=T temperature gradient, F

50 Percent IIydrazine-50 Percent Unsymmetrical Dimethylhydrazine Fuel Blend

Thermal Conductivity. Prior to making actual thermal conductivity measure-

ments on theN fuel blend, a series of vacuum calibra-

tions of the cell was conducted. These calibrations were necessary to

account for cell heat losses along thermocouple and heater wires and through

the ends of the cylinders. Calibrations were uiade at 50 F intervals through-

out a temperature range of 50 to '30 F. Electrical power levels required to

maintain given temperature -radients (- 1 F) across the annulus were muasured

at each operating temperature. These heat losses are subtracted from thp
total heatjAP4• measured (uring actual thermal conductivity runs to obtain

a net heat input,

Thermal conductivity measuremt.nts 1,ere made on the N, Il-(C-l.),,N,,l,,(50-0)_

fuel blend over a nominal temperature range of 50 to 503 F; the results of

these mensurements are presented in Table 1 . The initial series of thermal

conductivity measurenuut~t- were co,,ducted on a propellant charge (sample A)

at 30 F intervals from 50 to '250 F. Intended measurements at higher temper-

atures were discontinued on this particular sample because of a slight

N ICONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE 1

•! ~¶LXPERIMErAL RESULTS OF TIDIEHML CONDUCTIVITY ,M\SUM0'1ENTS ON THIE

N0111 -(c ),.i , (1o-so) FUEL BnuND

Temperature, Thermal Conductivity,
Sample F Btu/1ir-ft-F

A* 50.88 0.168

A 50.89 0.167

A 100.36 0.163

A 100.33 0.162

A 150.71 0.157

A 150.71 0.159

A 200.91 0.151

A 200.91 0.152

B* 200.93 0. 154

B 200.93 0.155

A 251.19 0.146

A 251.19 0.145

B 251.24 0.150

B 251.22 0.14l6
C* 305. lit .-138

C 305-15 0.139

C 305.16 0.1111

*Sample Composition: N,211,, 51.2 weight percent

(CI 3 )2N 2 II2 , 348.3 weight percent

Water and other solubles, 0.5 weight percent
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pressure increase in the cell. Thip pressure increase, indicative of

propellant decomposition, was observed after maintaining the cell at

250 F overnight ( 18 hours).

Because propellant decomposition may have occurred prior to or during

measurements at 250 F, repeat measurements were made on a new propellant

charge fsample B) with an identical sample composition at temperatures of

200 and 250 F for verification purposes. The data obtained compared

favorably with the initial data at these temperatures.

With the same propellant charge (sample B), an unsuccessful attempt was

made to obtain data at -- 300 F. Because of difficulties encountered in

maintaining proper bath temperature control, the propellant was exposed

to the high temperature (-300 F) for a orolonged period. As a result,

*,xcessive pressure increases were agwai:n noted in the cell at this point.

A third propellant charge (sample C) of the original batch was successfully

used to obtain thermal conductivity data at 305 F.

The data were curve-fitted from 30 to 105 F with the following equation:

k(Bt /i ftO-T((F)

k(tu/hr-ft F) = .171 - . x - 1.25 x 0 F T)

The multiple error of estimate of the least square curve-fit is 0.001. A

graphical representation of the data is sl,,un in Fig. 2.

Chemical analysis of the fuel blend batch used in all three samples indicated

the following composition:

N IIt - 51.2 weight percent

(C113),N 2 112 - 48.3 weight percent

1120 plus other soluble impurities - 0.5 weight percent

17CONFIDENTIAL
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This propellant composition is within the limits of' the present military
specification (Mil-P-27'a102) for the fuIll1-(CL ),NJII,,(sO-•O) fel blend and
represents a typical propellant grade sample.

Monomethvlhvdrazine Thermal- Conductivity. Subsequent to completing
measuremdents on N,]Il 4-(elf3),,NT,2(30-50) fuel blend, the thermal conductivity
of propellant-grade monomethylhydrazine (CILN 2IL) was measured over a
nominal temperature range of -90 to 303 F. The results of these measurements
are listed in Table 2 . Although the same apparatus and experimental tech-

nique were employed. additional preparations were necessary prior to conducting
actual conductivity measurements.

Because of the lower temperature limit of interest, effort was required in
application and operational testing of a refrigeration system capable of
cooling the conductivity cell to about -30 F. Successful cooling system
checkouts were followed by additional vacuum calibrations of the cell at
-50 F and 0 F. Vacuum calibrations of the cell at higher temperatures
(50 to 350 F) were completed prior to measurements on the 50-50 fuel blend.
In calibration of the apparatuis at the lower temperatures, one thermocouple
in the cell failed to function normally; however, satisfactoryineasurements

were obtained with eleven thermocouples.

Vacuum calibrations were followed by thermal conductivity determinations
on CIL"N'I 3 (sample A) at approximately -30 and 0 F. During measurements
at 0 F, very erratic thermocouple voltage output signals were observed.
Measurements were terminated and the cell was disassembled.

In ana•lysis of the cause of the erratic signals, it was found that a small
quantity of propellant had leaked past the Teflon seals. -Seal failure was
probably caused by the repeated temperature cycling of the cell and the
cold-flow property that Teflon exhibits) The propellant came into contact
with the cell aluminum inner cylinder end face and the electrical heater

19
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TAIIIk: 2

IXPERDIENTAL RIESULTS OF TiIEiMIAL CONI)UCTIVITY

MEASUREMENTS ON MONOEMIIYLIIYDILAZ[NE

Temperature, Thermal Conductivity,

Sample F Btu/hr-ft-F

A* -30.25 O.M10*

A -30.28 O.1V•4

B* 0.62 0.148

B 0.61 0.1'16

B 50.92 0.142

B 50.91 0.14.',

B 100.58 0.1'.4,

B 100.57 0.143

C* 100.51 0.l4,2

C 100.51 0.1?,5

B 150.55 0.131

B 150.51' 0.132

C 150.63 0.131'

C 150.62 0.136

B 200.81 0.117**

B 200.811 0.117*-*

C 200.86 0.129

C 200.90 0.133

S200,96 0.127

D 200.85 0.130

B 250.77 0.109**

B 250.70 0.108€*

C 250.92 0.126

C 250.9'. 0.125

D 251.02 0.121

D 251.03 0.121

20
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TABLE 2

(Concluded)

Temperature, Thermal Conductivity,
Sample F Btu/hr-ft-F

B 301. 89 0.I03*•

B 304.90 0.104**

C 301'.97 0.110

C 3011.98 0.108

D 305.09 0.110

305.11 0.107

*Sample Ccvnposition: CH N3H3 - 99.2 weight percent

H,0 - 0.7 weight percent

NH3 - 0.1 weight percent

Other soluble impurities, - Trace
**Data discarded; explanation contained in text

21
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leads located in the saiie area. Electr'ieal continuity1 ,tas .-stabli h~ed

between the two components. and resulted in erratie thermocouplei vol ige

signails because the tenlziocotipIl vs were in eleetrical contact 1:ith the,

inner cylinder.

The heater leads were insulated with an epoxy coating and the cell was

reassembled with new seals. Because the cell underwent major repairs,

additional vacuumu calibrations of the cell were made over the temperature

range 0 to 300 F at 50 F intervals. Calibrations of the cell at -10 F

were not repeated because of the inability of the cell to maintain a good

vacuum at this low temperature.

Results of thermal conductivity measurements on CILN, [1_ at about -50 F

were discarded because of eu. obvious discrepancy in the data (Table 2).

This discrepancy was attributed to the previously described cell dirfi-

culties, which were observed during measurements on sample A at 0 F. These

cell problems had probably occurred previously, but were not readily

observable during the -30 F measurements.

Vsing a second charge of propellant (sample B), measurements were made over

the temperature range extendingz from 0 to 105 F at about 50 F intervals.

The values obtained from sample B at 200, 250, and 301 F appeared low;

therefore a third propellant charge (sample C) was placed in the cell and

data were obtained at about 100, 150, 200, 250 and 350 F. The values

obtained uith sample C at 200. 2o0, and 10-3 F u•etre con.-ideI•bly highir than

those obtained with sample I3. To resolve this discrepancy in tin' data.

additional data were obtained at 200, 250, and 305 F using sample D: the

data agreed favorably with the data obtaintd with sampl(e C. On this basis.

the 200. 250, and 301 F data points obtained with sample1 B in the cell were,

discarded. Xn explanation can he given for the leu valuesa, other than

possible effects caused by gas bubbles in the propel]lant annulus (indicating

propellant decomposition).

22
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The valid data were curve-fitted from 0 to 305 F. The equation which

represents the data is:

h(Btu/hr-ft-F) 0.l1i6 
- 1.65 x 10 T(F) -. 9 x 10 (F)

The multiple error of estimate of the least squares curve-fit is 0.0026.

A graphical representation of the data is shown in Fig. 3.

Chemical analysis of the propellant batch used in all measurements indicated

the following composition:

CII 5N2I[ - 99.2 weight percent

ii20 - 0.7 weight percent

NIL_ - 0.1 weight percent

Other soluble impurities - Trace

This propellant composition is within the limits or the present military

specification (Mil-P-27404) and represents a týpical propellant-grade

sample.

Soniv Ve•ocity'(and Adiabatic

Comp'0ress ibilitv) Measurements

Measurements of sonic velocity in inhibited red famlin.g ilitric acid (IuNA)

and in chlorine pentafluoride (CIF) were conducted with the •apparatus

illustrated in Fig. 4.

An interferometer, capable of withstanding pressures to 1000 psia and

temperatures to 200 F, was des:mned and fabricated under Iiocketdyne fNlting.

It is constructed of type 71,7 stainless steel, which is compatible with

2OCONFIDENTIAL
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most, propellants of interest. Thle interferometer is used to measure

tile d istance wh ichi souind Itav-es of I known fre(IticticV frave-rse the test

flitid. The (1ial gage s(-rves at thiaii rtnction: (1) it provide-s precise

l inear location datit, and111 (2) it enablets dii fferentiat ion I'ettwQCI t lie

reflected signal (andi its hiarmoni cs) Indl re-flciiofs front thv iiwtallIit.

interrerometer ijody. Displayed pips, from true re-flections. move. on tilet

oscilloscope as tile reflector is moved. The spurious signals remiain

stationary.

As3ociated electronic equiplmenit cuiisists of a Sp'-rry type IV style -50110213

Ileflectoscope and at Tocictronit' model -5-5- oscilloxcope. The reflectoscope

contains a 5-megacycle puilse-modulated radio freqluency soulrce and it video

amplifier. A ýýmegacycle radio frequtency signal is red simultaneously

to the oscilloscope andi at (qart/. pievoelectric trystal (-5-megacycit.

resonant frequency) attached to the bot tomn of thie iiiterft'rconeter. Theo

sound waves, emanating from the crystal, travel through the bottomn of the

interferometer, through a known distance of test liq~uidl to at reflector.

and them back to the crystal. The initial and reflected %aves are- displayed

on the oscilloscope, thus allowing measurement or the time reqtilred for the

ultrasonic waves to traverse the knownz tdistance of test fluid.

Thec sonic velocity apparatus wats culibrated over a temperature range of

0I C (52 F) to V, f (161 F') at pressures of V1..7, ý'500, and 100(0 psia, Imsing,

distilled witter as the test fltid~. The interferometer, filled with test

fl aid , wus imme rstet in a constant temper~at 'ire hathi and all owed to reach

thermal equilibrium att various tt'mp(-ratutrt levels. The cquitIihiriiuum temh-

perature was then measured usingr a chromel-nimnel thermocouple- with a

516 4taj nlesss-steel sheath ininerseýd in thle te'st fluid. The data oldained

from sonic ve-locity measurements in water with this apparatus we.-e compared

with literature values (Hef. 2 and.3); atrrtecment was within 1.5 pe-rcent with

a precision of < I percent.
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As a demonstration and initial checkout of the corrosion-resistance

features of the apparatus, the velocity of sound (11liq m/sec) was

measured in a 30 weight percent aqueous ]1F solution at 23 C (77 F). No

malfunction or damage of the apparatus was observed.

Sonic Velocity (and Compressibility) of TI.FN\. %s an additional checkout

of the apparatus, sonic velo.city metasurements were conducted in propellant-

grade .til-P-7254.E, Type ITI \) TRFNA at saturated liquid conditions over

it temperature rang(e of -. () C (Td) F) to 20.3 C (80 F). The results of

these measurements are shown in Table I and Fig. 3-.

From these data, dhe adiabatic compressibilities were calculated using

the relationship:

1
s pc-

where

= adiabatic ct-ipressihility

=• density

c = velocity of sound in liquid

The reslqting data are also presented in Table I atnd Fig. 5.

$•oie ('lvelity (and Compre.s-ilility) of ChIIlorin' 'entafluoride. The'

vi' locety of snund was measured in liquid CIF_ under satur'teed conaitietis

over a temperature range of 0 C (3712 F) to 771, C (16% F). Thi' re",ultQ

of these measurements and related adiabatic compre•ssibi litips .ar•, how,'

i n Tab le I.
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TA1ULE 3

p
,LXIPERIMDAL SONIC VELOCITY DATA FOR LIQUID C1F- AND IRINA*

Temperature Sonic Velocity, Compremsibility.

Sample C F m/sec psil

IRF.A -9.00 39.02 128 ±0.5 % 2.13' x 10-

8.40 'i7.12 1406 I 2.212

15.15 39.27 13660 2.160

16.02 6o.81, 1361 2.381

26.20 79.16 1322 2.550
26.50 79.70 1317 2.572

vI'_ 0.00 32.00 712.0 7.317

8.20 46.76 673.6 8.290

15.25 59.45 655. h 9.1,1l

26.10 78.98 576.0 11.73

32.05 89.00 3451.0 13.27

44.56 112.21 501.8 16.10

54.65 130.37 '72,5 18.61

66.68 152.02 441.7 22.04

73.10 164.12 425.0 24..31 V

*IRFNK% composition meets requirements of propellant specification

MIL-P-7253'E, Type III A

28
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Thes..e v,•!erinictia] data %,•.re curvv,-filte.d by it least .•quiares compiter

prog-ram, uh i ch y ielded the' 1 o I ouin e t., quittioluIs :

, .511 x 10 - ' 1. Q9 x 10- 1 T() + I.1S, 1 1o -) T c)
s(psi-)(c) .0 C)

The multiple errors of estimate for the sonic velocity and adiabatic com-

pressibility curve-fits are 0.0 percent and 0.9 percent. respectively.

The curve-fitted data are, represented graphically in Fig. 6.

Sonic wvlocity data were also obtained at 500 psia (GN, pres,.uriVation)

over an identical t emperature range. It. ,,p.eted,, the, values da1tai ned where'

hither than those obtained at inabient pressure. ]low(ever, corrected valuies

could not he obtained because of prratic behavior of the reflectoscope

during additional and more extensive water calibrations at 1300 psia.

The. malfunction of the reflectoseope. which v.as traced to a number of

defective tubes, precluded measurements of sonic velocities at highe, r

pressures and at loer temperatures during the present program. Aft e r

replacement of the tubes and apparatus chuckout, preliminary recalibrat.ion

of the apparatus at 1]o.7, 500, and 1000 psia. over a temperature ranoe of

I to aO C yiel ded a calibration curve with a precision of 10.5 percent.

Postt,,st chemical analysis of the CIF.. sample will be conducted at the)

conclusion of the C1F. sonic velocity mueasuremuetts. The pretest analysis

indicated a ('CIF, purity - (Y) we'ight petrcent.

Specil'ic lfeat .leasure,.nots

Experimental determination of propellant specific heats were cowndhaited in

an adiabatic calorimeter developed previously under 'ontract .\rW0'((all )-910)

(Mh,. . ). The calorimeter apparatius consists of four conci'aIri c cyliidrical
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containers. The two outer containers are similar in construction to a

Dew'ar vessel with provision for evacuiation when desired: the two inner

containers are the calorimeter and a surrounding shield, both or which

are electrically heated. The calorimeter was initially constructed or

copper because ofLtis material's good thermial properties and compatibil.ty

with interhalogens. It requires only one change for measurement of addi-

tional liquids. A new sample fluid container (the calorimeter) is fabricated

and calibrated for each series ot' measurements. During specific heat ,nea-

surements on monomethylhydrazine, results of compatibility studies led ta

thle construction -)f a sample container from an aluninum alloy (6061).

A filling tube with an inside diameter of about 1 millimeter extends from

one end of the calorimeter apparatus, and fins of thin copper or aluminum

sheet, as required. are fitted inside the apparatus to aid in establishing

thermal equilibrium. The calorimeter is nonimagnetically wound with No. 10
l&S gage constantan wire which serves as the heater. The windings are coated

with glyptal, then covered with copper foil to reduce the heat leak from
radiation. The shield is wound in the same manner as the calorimeter with

No. 21i Bl & S gage constantan. The electrical leads are extended rrotum

calorimeter through a hermetically scaled bulkhead fitting. .1 copper-

constantan thermocouple is used for measuring the temperature rise of the

calorimeter. The thermocouple leads are extended through a Kovar-to-p"rex

seal and sealed to the glass with P'scal to avoid tiny unnecessary ,jutictioni.4.

The temperature of the shield is manually controlled to follow that of the

calorimeter.

The electrical circuit for energy supply and thermocouple measurements
(Fig. 7 ) consists of the following: (1) a K-1 potentiometer for energy

measurement, (2) a second 1K-3 potentiometer for thermocouple 'edins,

(0) a d-c microvolt amplifier and a recorder which, when used in con,junc tion

with the K-3 potentiometer gives a plot of temperatuire (emf ) vs time, are

used to determine the temperature rise of the calorimeter. and (0) a second

amplifier which, when used in conjunction withi a differential therilocomple,

between the shield and the calorimeter. iniicaites the temperait mre dit'ferentihal

between the two surfaces.
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Under normal conditions, whlzeni measurements are being made, the entire

space betieen the calorimeter and outer case is under high vacuum

(pressure 7 10-" mm 11g). Appreciable desorption of gas during an experi-

ment can result in a spuriously high value for the specific heat; tilerefore,

it is necessary that the apparatus initially be thoroughly degassed. This

,as accomplished by surrounding the apparatus with a water bath held at

about 5I0 C and pumping for 2 (lays. Cooling belou, ambient temperature was

impractically slow (if dependent on radiation transfer alone); therefore,

helium at a 1'ew microns pressure was introduced into the calorimeter system

to act as the heat transfer medium. When the desired temperature was

obtained, the system was agoin .'vacuated.

The copper-constantan thermocouple used to measure the temperature rise of

the calorimeter (following the input of a known amount of electrical energyl

was calibrated at the temperatures of freezing CIICL, freezing CClP, and

boiling ethanol (reference ,junction at 0 C). The values obtained were com-

pared with those in the NBS circular 561 (Rlef. 4 ), which contains reference

tables for thermocouples, and a plot of electromotive force vs temperature

was made.

The amount of electrical energy added to the calorimeter was calculated from

the equation:

II = i l2t

where

If - electrical energy, ,joules

i = current

It = E/i

t = time, seconds

34
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The specific hent (C s was then derived from the measured change in

t.-mpcrature caused by this addition of electrical energy:

C (II/.A T)sample - II wt sample

where

AT temperature rise (C) determined from a plot of temperature

vs time by extrapolating tn the midpoint of the heating

- curve

II a calorimeter constant
c

Apparatus Calibration. The specific heat data obtnined from measurements

on chlorine trifluoride and monemethyllhydraine indicated that the calorimeter

system was giving high results (in comparison to those from earlier experimental

efforts by others at lower temperatures). For this reason, the electrical

circuit was thoroughly rechecked and measurements were made on a liquid Ulhose

heat capacity is accurately known over the temperature range of interest.

A copper calorimeter was constructed, wound with resistance wire, and cali-

bratet; (empty) at temperatures from 0 to 80 C. This is the same proctdurte

used for the measurements on CIF-. and Cii,) IL.

The calorimeter was then filled in a dry box with 7.28 grams of spi.ctrogrd(h,

methanol whose water content was found to he 0.08 percent by a Karl Fisher

analysis and confirmed by the determination of the critical solution teft-

perature of a 2:1 mixture of n-hexane and methanol. Data obtained from

specific heat measurements on methanol over i teimerature range of" 0 to ',0 C

were somewhat high when compared with the previously reported values at

comparable temperatures (ief. "-).

Further investigation revealed that when the two amplifiers in 1he 114t. m

were interconnected, one amplifier would load the other, cmist, on irror in
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the emf rending, and an error in the emf vs time curve was recorded.

One amplifier is used to monitor the temperatulre differential between

the calorimeter and the shield. The second amplifier amplifies output or

the thermocouple which measures the temperature rise of the calorimeter;

this ainplifiedl signal is then fed into a recorder from whictn th ,.,emr vs

time curve ic obtained. Thus., the thermocouple connections to the calor-

imeterallow the amplifiers to interact. This error, which was linear over

the emf range and did not change with temperature, resulted in an 11 percent

correction to A T. The voltage reading was also found to lie in error by

10 to 11 percent.

Corrections to the experimontal methanol data resulted in values within

1 percent of the reported values. The corrections for these errors were

also applied to the experimental CIF_- and CILNI., data. Suitable modifi-

cations are being made in the calorimeter system to eliminate suc.a errors

in the future.

Specific Heat of Chlorine Trifluoridt-. The specific heat of CIF. was Mna-

sured over a temperature range of -10 (1', F) to 70 C (l1, F). Theme data

extended existing CIF. specific heat datai (Ref. 6 ) over at wider temperature

rannre.

After obtaining a vacuum < I x 10'1 ,tn fig in the calorimeter system, cali-

bration measurements on the empty calorimeter were made from about 0 to 70 C.

After passivationa, 11.62 -rums of propellant-grade CIF- was condensed into

the calorimeter from it v. -rim I ine, and the filling tube wits crimped and

s,.Aled with soft solder. Thi- results are report,,d as Ca, which is the

specific heat of a liqtuid under its own vapor pressure, since neither the

volume nor the pressure %.as held constant. In t.e measurement of the liquid

specific heat at saturated conditions, a two-phase system is present in the

calorimeter. If the, quantity of vapor, which changes in volume (and density)

as the temperature is changed, is significanut, it is necessary to apply a
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vapor correction to tihe apecific heat data. The size of this correction

varies with the degree of filling of the calorimeter. Treating the

problem from an entropy standpoint, the corrected specific hcat can be

calculated from the following equations:

- [Ct - T (PT ] /H

and

S t - LP (V-Mv)

where

S' = excess entropy of a system, as compared with the same mass

of saturated condensed phase

T = absolute temperature of calorimeter and contents

M a mass of material contained in calorimeter

V a volume of the calorimeter

Vc - volume per unit mass of condeno•d phase

P - pressure (equal to vapor p1' 4 sure of material at templerature T)

A vapor correction was applied to the COF 3 data because tile voluhe of the

vapor phase was significant. (The size of the correction ranged up to

"2 percent of the specific heat at 70 C.) The corrected experimental datu

are given in Table 4, . Theme data also include all corrections resulting

from the methanol 4iilibrations. In addition, a correction of 0.- perentat

%bas applied to the observed current to account for that portion of cut'reat

which passed through the volt box (Fig. 7 ). This correction uas cralivtated

from the relationship:

Imeas*. cale. + INV1 = 'calc. + i

1% -i a 11250 ohms
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TABLE h

EXI'ERDUENTAL SPECIFIC' EAT DATA FOR CIF.*

Average Temperature, cal/g-C Average ;Tmperature, ca/-C
C sat' Ci- csdt

-),8 o0.21) 28. 0. 282

-. 80.211) 0o.6 0.28'1

0.2 0.258 ")6.7

0. 262 '1O.6

10O. 11 0. 2(09 16.0 0 . 2l)-

1:3.5 0. _, _50.3 0. 290

13.0 0.271) 30. ' 1. 2')(

18.0 0.275 35.7 0.5)02

20.7 0.271 00.0( 0.507

27.2 0.271) 65.7 0.5)10

70.6 (O.51 '

*Sample composition (after measurements): CIF., W0.8+ weight p'rensst;

F,#, < 0.05) igist p'rrelt:

CIF, "0.05 wei ih Igh p'rent:

Cl,), < 0.01 w, i;h Is , reisl

CIOC), DN 0.03 TIALhl perrvit
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The accurncy, determined 1)y estimating (1) the effect of errors introdti.id

from measurement of time and temperature, and (2) errors resulting from

the large correct ions that had to be made to the voltage and A T values,

is about t- percent. The precision is about 0.5 percent. By curve-fit

of the experimental specific her.t data, the following mathematical ex-

pre3sion for the relationship between specific heat and temperatutre was

obtained:

(a -) f 0.89',(1 + 0.981l x 10 - T(K) - 0.2881 x 10" 1 T +

0.1010 x 1(-7 T-K)

,Agremenit between the experimental curve and the ealcuilated vaues is better

than 0.', percent. The graphical pres;entation of the cuarve-fitted data and

representative experimental points is shown in Fig. 8 . The specific heat

values obtained are sonm.e'hat lower tlhan extrapolation of the values rteported

previously (Ref. 6 ) at lower temperatures. Differences in the slopes of

the plot of C vs temperature vary by a factor of 1 to 'a. The differenre

in these data cannot ie explained because ahsolute measurements of energ-y

",-re made in both studies.

Chemical analysis of the CIF 5 sample used in the specific beat measurements

indicated the following composition:

CIF. - 94.8 wrvight pecetIt

F,• - 0.05 weihdt peive'enL

ClF - " 0.015 weight percent

ClI, - 0.01 weight perrcent

CIO,, - < 0.05 weight percent

19
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Specific Heat of Monomethy.hydrazine. Specific heat measurements were

completed on CILN 01II3 over the temperature range of about 20 C (68 F) to

120 C (24.8 F). These data extend the existing CH 3N,1L specific heat

values reported by Asten, Fink, Janz, and Russell (Ref. 7 ). The latter

reported heat capacity values for CILN II from 15K (-433 F) to 298.16 K (77 F).
~2 3

The entire calorimeter system was evacuated. After outgassing, a vacuum in

the 10"5 to 10-6 mn 1g range was maintained while the calorimeter was

calibrated from - 25 to 120 C. Because of the low mass of the almninum

calorimeter, the energy input period (to cause a temperature rise of 1 C

in the empty calorimeter) was less than 40 seconds. This low heating period

results in an appreciable error in the time measurement; therefore, sufficient

resistance was added iii the electrical circuit (for heat input) to increase

the heating period to about 75 seconds.

The CII.N011 (7.85 grams) was loaded into the calorimeter in a dry box, and

the filling tube was crimped and sealed with solder. Because of the diffi-

culties involved in soldering aluminum a special solder and flux were used

and the tube was soldered in the nitrogen atmosphere of the dry box. Although

it was assumed that crimping the filling tube sealed the calorimeter, the tip

was soldered as an added precaution against leaks.

The corrected results from the CI13N211_ specific heat measurements are

reported in Table 5. Since the volume of the vapor phase wa'- small it was

not necessary to apply the vapor correction. However, the current, voltage,

and A T corrections were made in the same manner as for ClF3. The accuracy

of these data is estimated to be about ±3 percent. This was determined

largely from the estimated accuracy with which corrections could be applied

to the voltage and A T readings. The precision is much better.

The data were curve-fitted and the following mathematical expression for the

relationship between specific heat and temperature was obtained:

Cs(cal/gr.K) = -0.7458 + 0.1132 x 10"1 T(K) 0.296 3 x 10" T2K) +

0.26',8 x l (7 TK)3
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TABIE 5

SPECIFIC IMAT DATA FOR C11 I' 4

Average Temperature, Cacal/g=c, Average cTemperature, C V cal/g-C
C 'gat' cC saa i-

21.1 0.680 9 ).0 ,.7!1

22.2 0. 69/1 Vq . 7!;

21.4 0.700 614.9 (.7;5

24.6 0.697 0,8..5 .0.,71()

25.7 0.699 7..7:

25.7 0.698 No.3 -) 722

26.9 0.701 85.'• 0.72':

271.8 0.703 100.8 0.712

32.6 o.60)8 1011.1, 0.7.114

39.5 0.704 11').0. 071)

1111.8 o. 1i1. P!.( (1.75"-

*Sample compositioh: T)C.6 w-1011 (" ii .ut - I
0.1I wci,_,ht juercunt .MM\:

0.2 weiadit '.;wrcent other :-i hluleh' ilpuri Lite-:

tract. Nercent NiL
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The agreement Ihetween tile experimental and curve--fitted values (Multiple

error of estimate), which is greater than 0.8 percent, is shown in Fig. q.

Chemical analysis of the CII N21 sa1mple indicated a composition of:

eIIN,2llt - . b l• gilht p m'ic enI.t

Monomethylamine - 0. I %,vight ptre,,nt

- trace)

Other soluble impurities - 0i.2 uvitzht plreent

Speci fic lleat of CIF-. The specific heat values previon•ly obtained and

reported for 'IF- under contract AF0.i(di l)-956"5 (Rief. 1), were corrected

as a result o1 the methanol calibrations for a - 10 pe-rcent error ill the

voltagie readin.g anti a 0.7 percent error in the current reading. The A T

values obtained during these previous measurements on CIF- w.re not in

error since only one amplifier was used in the (earlier measurement circuit.

Thei corrected values of C for (lF'I are rijported in Table 0 . The itccuracv

of the data is i-stimated to he about ±- perce-nt. A curve fit of hit. ex-

perimnutal data g-ives the following expression:

t's(cal,, gm.i) =, 7 - ),q922 x T(o{) + 0.110'1 x 10 TK)

-il'•iiq ll T (K)

This curve-fit and representative experimental points were shown ill I i'•. 10

Agreement between tile experimental and calculated values is hett&'r thiani

0.3 percent
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TAJILF 0

SPECIFIC IfLEAT OF C1Il..-

Average
lbul Temperature, Cs cl/gal-K
No. C '

la 6.92 0.2192

9.08 0.1-193

11.67 0.235

1+1.8, 0.m-96

18.01 0.290

21.07 0.298

23.91 0.298

27.64 0.300

29.39 0.501

051.85 0.302

lb 4.76 0.291

7.16 0.292

10.16 0.294

12.82 0.295

15. 5i o0.296

17.63 0.297

20.57 0.298

23.10 0.298

25.70" 0.300

28.53 0.301
31.05 0.302

33.70 0.503

36.511 0.3014,

42.535 0.306

416.99 0.307

4'7.66 0.508

*Sumple composition: Pretest, >" 99 weight percent C1F,, < 0.05 weight
percent Fo, , 0.05 weight percent CIF, 0.5 weight peicent ClF,

0.5 weight'pcrcent I1F; Posttest, > (Y) weight percent CIF 5 , 0.1 weight
percent 02. < 0.5 weight percent C1]P, - 0.1 weight percent SF6 ,
0.1 weighT percent F2 + CF?, + N. (N4. contamination occurred during,
tr•nsretr 'ur tllitlysis.)
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TALik 6

(Colic I t!•d.d)

Ave rage
IRun Temp. rat mr-,
No. C Cq, ca ljgm-K

2a -.47. 1,4 0.271

-44'. *36 0. 27 2

-38.05 0.271

-34.98 0.2'-7'i

-31.90 0.273

-28.03 0.276

-21.93 0.277

-22".92 0.278

-10.97 0. 27'1

- 16.02 O.280
-13.91 0.281

10.90 .3

- 7.9 ()0 28k,

0.281

-,. 0 0. 286

+-0.712 0.2,_88

21) -114.01 0.272

0.271,

- *. 7 0. 27f,

-31.08 0.276

-28.167 0.277

-22.14 0.278

- 10 .2o0 0.27)

-16.03 0.281

-13.10 0.282

-10.23 0.283

- 7.34: 0.281)
-h. 3• 0. 286

40.101 0.287

4 ;
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Ihn•i t\" and \•apor-l.i.luzd I•elal io..•hil) .•h,,l•ureine.t•

The .•aturat,'d l il.id dcn•it.• oI" ('iF'. wa.q meas|ired over a teml),,vat.ro
)z',uz•, hi" 0 (" (•'_' I*) r,. 17. (" (';'i1 F) ..•in.., xhe variablp volume apl)aratus

illustrated in I:i._,. 11. Th,,.•e data ,,xte.d the exint:ing data of ]|apl,.q m.!

]hzd•ze (]hf. 8 ) to the (.rilica] Iemperalre. TI,. appartus, de.•cribed

by Peele and X vher• (lh.l'. q ). is €..n.•tr,€'tvd •,n! irely of 500 •erien

.qtainles.• .qteel and is capable of with.•lamlin• pre.•suze.• up t. 15()0 psi,

well in e\eess of the critical pressure of CIF.. ]he variahie volume

capability provided by the stainle.•s-•toel bellows permits de..•ity meu.•-

urements over a range of temperatures without r-londi.•g.

The densimeter operate• on the principle t|lat a sudden rise in pressure

will i)(, .•enseI I•)- th,, trmlsducer and that upon mechanical rl.duc•io, of
the voh,,,, of tlw crvity containing th(, liquid ('IF, in equilibrium with

its ValJOr. ;zli vapor zs forced to condense. Tlze volume of the contained

liquid at tlzis poznz is indicated by the micrometer attached to the boiler's.

]h.caus•, the. •,•,i•ht of contained liquid is kno•m ;rod the •olume is I, no• hy

pri-r calilration of the micrometer with de,_,assed water, th(, ,hn.•ity can

he calculated.

After condensin• a kno•n ,amount of C1F.$ into the evac.ated s•unple cavity,

tho ,iensimeter was placed in a consta.t-temperntqre environment and allo•,'(,d

•o reach thermal equilibrium at select.•d and regulated t-ml.,ratures. The

con.•tant-temperature environment of the apparatus was maintained h.v l)]acin•

it in a Fisher Isotemp own (thermostated to *-0.5 C of m=y desired se•

])oint ).

l'pon attainin# thermal equilibrium, a slight pre.•sure •'as applied to the

back o1" the bellows with •IISVOIIS nitrogen. The bello•s was expanded hy

turning the micrometer knob until a rapid rise in pres,•uro was ol)s•,r•-ed
l•y the pre,•sure tran.•ducer readout system. This indicat,.d tha• ,,11 (ilF.

)
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" SAMftg IWALT

Figure 11. Poole-Nybeig Densimeter
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The vapor pressEre of CIF, was measured over the temperature range
)

of 11 C (q9 F) to 180 C (516 F) using a constant volume bomb. The

vapor pressure apparatus consisted of a 10-milliliter, 100 series

stainless-steel cylinder 'ith an immersion thermocouple, prossure

transducer, and sample valve attached. The immersion thermocouple

(Temiptron No. 2042") had a chromel-alumel .jinction and a 116 stainless-

steel sheath. The thermocouple was sealed into the 10-milliliter

cylinder. permitting direct measurement of thie temperatures of the

cylinder contents. The thermocouple was calibrated at the melting point

and boiling- point of water. A 1000 psig Statham pressure transducer was

connected to the cylinder to measure pressure. The pressur,, transducer

waas calibrated with a Hleise gage to corroborate the cali!,dtion factors

reported by the manufacturer. 7he- readout mystem described in the

previous uisctusion of the dens:tieter wats tused to meet tle readout

requirements of the thermoco.,ple ant pressure transducer.

A sufficient amount of CIF. was loaded into the vapor pres,.sure apparatus
)

to ensure the presence of some liquid at all -times over the range con-

sidered. The bombi and contents were allowed to reach thermal equilibrium

at selected temperatures. and the equilibrium vapor pressures were

recorded. Constatt tempueratures above 15 C wee' obtained by placing t'i,

entire apparatus in a Fisher isaotemp oven.

During company-.4ponsorcd effort inaiediately prior to the prozramn, the

critical temperature of VIlF_ wa- measured in an apparatus or thet type

described by Amrose and (Grant (flef. 10). This method determines the

critical temperature by the disappearance and ro,.ppearance n:" the liqliuid-

vapor meniscus as the temperature of the liquid sample contained in a

sealed quart, capillary is raised and lowerc' through the critical paint.

In thie meniscus method, a 5-centimeter quartz capillary with a 2-ril1 itm-ter

insideC diameter and an 8-millimeter outside diameter was heated whi Iu, nrder

vacuum to ens:are dryness. It was thten passivated WiLlh small amounts of

CIF vapor in successive steps until passivation was complete. "rFe capilflar
)
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was then filled to one third of its volume with liquid ClF.. After heat

sealing. the capillary was placed in a furnace preheated to 129 C. The

furnace consisted of an electrically heated aluminum block insulated with

fire brick and bored and slotted for reception and observation of the

quartz capillari(s. Temperatures were measured by a chromel-alimel

thermocouple located near the meniscus. The temperature was increased

at the rate of 0.2 C per minute until the meniscpi disappeared. The

temperature was then decreased until the meniscus reappeared.

Density of Cthlorine Trifluoride. With the variable volume capabilities

of the Poole-Nyberg densimeter, it was possible to conduct measurements

of CIF. over the temperature range of 0 C (12 F) to 177 C (351 F) with

four fillings of the apparatus. Three runs were also conducted with the

constant volume vapor pressure apparatus in an attempt to determine the

critical density. The experimental points obtained from the densimeter

and one of the constant volume measurements are given in Table7 and

Fig. 12 : the experimental data of Banks and Rudge who determined the

density of CIF 3 to 43i C (113 F) are included for eompar'son. Data from

the other two density measurements in the constant volume bomb are still

heinn reduced.

The density data over the temperature range of -4 C (25 F) to 161 C (322 F)

were curve-fitted by a least-squares computer program, which resulted in

the following equation:

A(g/'-) - 5.,433 - 2.955 x 102T + 8.625 x l& 5TO' - 9.37', x Wo'Y
(K) (K) (K)

The multiple error of estimate for this equation is 0.3 percent. Because the

density/temperature relationship of CIF. changes rapidly above 160 C, the
. )

data obtained above 161 C were omitted so that the data could be expressed

with a reasonable equatijon.
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TABE 7

EXPEIMDIENTAL DENSITY DATA FORl .IQUIID CiF.

Obset-ved Caleta'ttd
]tun Temuperature, Desijtv, Density, A x I-

N•.umber C lik/ cc arn cc gIm, cc

A* -_,.07 1.8969 1.901 -'a

It 0.00 1.881, 1.8871
A 1.70 1.8805 1.881 -1

A 9.6•4 I. 8565 1.815

A 12.68 1.8 75 1.$7,5 5

A 20.92 1.8 21 7 1.1 3

4, 23.10 1.116 1.812 11

A 26.90 1. 8050 1.800 3

A 8.71 1.T71315 1.764a 1

I '12.98 1.7?47 1.757) -

A 43.61 1.74,30 1.7'12

152.28 1.721 !.721

1 62.13 1.6811 1.689 -

3 0. 68 1. 661 1.66- 0

S711. 93 1. 658 1.61ll

1 80.75 1.618 1.624s -6

1 91.35 1. 570 1.582 -"

9 9.40 1.572 1.162 In

I 108.18 1.108 1.109 -I

1 115.08 1. 486 1. ',76 ! )

2 121.96 1.?,30 1.1,, -II

I 12%.50 1.',3, I.',27 -

2 133.08 1.376 1 .57 -4

2 144.85 1.312 1.306 _ ,

A* Badrs and Hodge s data (Rf.r8 )
Sample Analysis: > 99.5 weight pereent ClI.t, C 0..
weight percent CIF, < 0.01 weight percenit 212,
< 0.02 weight percent F 2 , < 0.01 weight percent CI•,.
0.4 weight percent IV
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TABLE 7

(Concluded)

Observed Calculated
Run Temperature, Denisity, Density, .n x 16"

Number gm/cc gn/cc gm/Ac

2 150.53 1.269 1.267 2

2 161.18 1.184 1.190 -6

3 171.38 1.104

3 177.15 0.957

B* 179.60 0.860

B* Data from vapor pressure apparatus
Sample analysis: > 99.5 weight percent C1F 3

< 0.03 weight percent CIF
< 0.01 weight percent C12
< 0.02 weight percent Fn
< 0.01 weight percent ý102

0.4 weight percent HF
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The composition of the CIF. sample used in the density and vapor pressure

measurements was > 99.5 weight percent, -' 0.053 weight percent CiF,

< 0.01 weight per'cent Cl, e 0.02 weight percent F,, < 0.01 weight

percent C10,, O.. weight percent HF..

Vapor Pressure of Chlorine Trifluoride. Three vapor pressure runs were

conducted on CIF. (sampl, composition identical to that of the density

sample) with the constant volume apparatus. All ClF 3 vapor pressure data

generated under this program are tabulated in Table 6 . These data are

in agreement with data obtained by Grisard,et al. (Ref. 6) at lower

temperatures.

Additional pressure-7olume-temperature relationships are being determined

with the constant volume vapor pressure apparatus at reduced ClF3 loadings

to determine the exact values of critiLal density and pressire and to

increase the accuracy of the vapor pressure curve, The vapor pressure

data will be fitted with a suitable curve-fit equation by a least squares

computer program when these runs are completed.

Critical Temperature of Chlorine Trifluoride. Critical temperature deter-

minations were made on two different samples of C1F 3 (sample assay >99 weight

percent ClF3 ) in two different capillaries. The temperatures resulting from

observations of the CIF 3 liquid-vapor meniscus disappearance were in close

agreement (within 1 degree C). The average value for ClF 3 critical temper-

ature by this method was established as 179.6 ±0.5 C (355.3 F).

Inert Gas Solubility Measurements

The apparatus for inert gas solubility measurements was designed for initial

use with CIF,; the high chemical activity and probable low inert gas solu-

bility of this compound will provide a stringent test of the apperatus prior
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TA13IE 8

MRDIMNTAL VAPOR PRESSURE DATA FOR C1F 3

Run Temperature, Pressure,
No. C psia

1 42.65 71

1 80.85 143

1 110.00 278

1 136.4o 482

1 159.73 758

1 173.18 980

2 42.80 54

2 71.43 119

2 116.85 331

2 154.03 668

3 39.45 37

3 73.55 141

3 101.65 263

3 133.05 479

3 163.30 797

3 174.48 961
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to its use with additional propellants. Because of materials compati-

bility limitationq (no compatible nonmetallic seals for dyniumic applica-

tion) imposed in the case of C1F_, i simple technique which uses no

moving parts (except valves) has been adopted. In this technique the

inert gas is introduced from a volume calibrated reservoir into a volume

calibrated test tank containing a knoun quantity of propellant. The

volume of the gas absorbed at a known temperature and after agitatior

is calculated from pressure changes that occur in the syster.. These

pressure changes are monitored by two precision differential pressure

transducers.

The entire apparatus (Fig. 13) has been assembled into a reasonably

compact unit which has been mounted in a thermostat equipped air 'uox

(16 x 51 x -56 inches). The temperature conditioning box is supported

upon a rocking platform which will be used in agitating the test solution

until equilibrium conditions are attained. Adequate thermostatic control

within the air box is maintained by use of six heaters and two circulation

fans. A variable transformer regulates power to four of the heaters, and

a temperature controller bupplies the power to two heaters. Improvement

in thermal control was achieved by covering a ma.jor portion of the inside

walls of the 1,ox with aluminum tape.

The complete unit consists of a metal plate to which all parts of the

apparatus are mounted. The solubility test tank, a differential pre.ssure

transducer, a total pressure transducer and associated valves are mounted

on one side. The gas reference volume system, which includes four gas

reservoir chambers, a differential pressure transducer, a total-pressure

transducer, and associated valves, are mounted on the other side. Two

valves on the test tank side, which will be manipulated during the ex-

perimental determinations, have been mounted so that the valve handles

protrude through the metal plate. Thin enables all functioning valves

of both the reference volume and the test tank to be manipulated from

the same side.
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It had been intended that the valves used during the experimental run

would be remotely controlled air-operated valves. Anticipated leakage

rates with these valves made them undesirable, therefore, positive-

sealing bellows hand valves are used. By utilization of the multiple

chambers (with appropriate valving) in the reservoir section of the

apparatus, the basic design has been made flexible enough to account

for several ranges of solubility. This will facilitate any necessary

volumetric changes indicated during preliminary solubility measurements.

The operation of the apparatus may be described briefly as follows:

I. With valve G closed, the inert gas is admitted to both sides

of ' P1 transducer. The appropriate inert gas volme is

selected by opening or closing valves to the multiple chamber

reservoir. Valves B and C are closed, and the reference

pressure is locked in.

2. With a known quantity of propellant loaded into the test

tank, valve H is closed. Valve G is opened and then closed.

3. Pressure transducer 6 P1 registers a decrease; and transducer

6 P2 registers an increase which decreases upon agitation of

the test cell.

These pressure changes, the temperature, and the volues can be used to

calculate the amount of inert gas absorbed. The necessary calculations

will be discussed when the first solubility data aVe reported.

Step 2 of the operating procedure represents a single increment in pressure

and can be repeated until the desired final pressure is achieved.

Calibration of the reference and test volumes of the solubility apparatus

with N2 (g) and the differential pressure transducers has been completed.

Initial tests with ClF5 will be run at %bout 100 F in the saturation to

1000 psia range. Solubility will be measured with 1 20 psi differential

driving pressure. The two differential pressure transducers and the two
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total pressure transduceri have been calibrated accordingly. The test

side of the soluhility apparatus has been passivated with ClI".? and

about 100 gms of C1F_ have been loaded into the system. Preliminary

solubility tests with nitrogen are under way. Information from these

first tests will be used primarily to test assutiptions and to determine

more precisely what volume of CIF. should le used to yield the best)

accuracy.

Viscosity Measurements

As a part of the program, viscosity measurements were plauned for a

variety of propel lants at extended temperatures and pressures. Chlorine

pentafluoride characterizes the special problems of corrosivity and high

pressures that will be encountered in this work. To satisfy all potential

viscosity requirements, an aill-metal capillary viscometer was designed for

the measurements. The fahricatiop of the prototype unit is nearing

completion.

Several alternative techniques of vise,.iiity c, asuretent wcre considered,

including oscillating-body an! falling-body approaches. All possibilities

are hindered iy one basic condition, the necessity or desirability of con-

fining the liquid in an all-metal system capable of withstanding fairly

high pressures and corrosive action without excessive deterioration. This

requirement ultimately imposes difficulties in design, construction, or

procedure which render ordinary experimental techniques unattractive.

The capillary flow technique was selected for its relative simplicity of

construction and operation. In capillary flow measurements, viscosity is

obtained by observing the fluwrate through capillary tubing and the cor-

responding driving fluid head, usually a simple gravity head. Bloth of the

parameters in turn involve observing the position of at least one gas-

liquid interface in the flow system, which, in conventional glass capillary

visceometers, is a direct visual observation.
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The central idea of the present concept is to follow the motion of a

gas-liquid interface within steel tubing by means of a magnetic steel

float ut the interface and a differential transformer surrounding the

tube. A tube thus equipped can serve as either the source or catch

reservoir for a capillary flow operation. Flowrates and gravity heads

are calculated from t volumetric calibration of the liquid-filled system

vo I me.

Fabrication of the float and transformer units was completed during the

third quarter of the program. The floats are simple cylindrical cups

designed to fit closely in 0.75 x 0.09)-inch steel tubing. The cylindricaJ

differential transformer surrounds a 6-inch length of the tubing. These

units underwent preliminary testing with a water-filled system to deter-

mine their operating characteristics. In the intended mode of operation

the transformer lacked sensitivity to float position. However, an

alternative method was developed in which the secondarý coils of the

transformer are used as two arms of the impediuwe bridge. With this

concept, float position can be accurately aensed over the entire trans-

former span, and the utility of this detector is enhanced. Tests were

also conducted to ascertain the reproducibility of the transformer-float

signal vs liquid level position under conditions of changing level. Lack

of equilibrium between float and liquid is not expected to introduce

uncertainties if the rate of fall is level or reasonably slow.

The first viscometer design incorporated conventional capillary tubing

of a•bout 0.01-inch ID and ', inches in length. Some units of this type

prepared for use in the viscometer were not serviceable because of plugged

bores. In the pregent design, the viseometer will utilize relatively

long, large-bore capillary tubing, typically 0.025-inch ID and 30 inches

long. The larger tubing will help reduce the possibility of plugging or

otherwise altering the bore. Also, the larger tubing provides for the

necessary flow impedance and flowrates at lower velocities, thus redticing

the importance of frictional losses at the tubing ends. These losses,

which are nonlinear in viscosity, and therefore difficult to calibrate,

can be important at the low viscosities (approaching 0.001-inch stroke)

to be measured.
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With the liquid-gas interface detection system there are varioua ways in

which the flow system may be arranged to carry out repeated capillary

flow tests. These various arrangements would not differ conceptually,

but merely in form of use and calibration. In the viscometer configura-

tion selected, the source and catch reservoirs are simply two limbs of a

"•U-tube" connected by the capillary tubing. The 3/'-inch tubing equipped

for interface detection is one of these reservoirs; the other is a choice

between 1.5-inch and 0.375-inch tubing sections. Thus, with a given

volume of liquid, the observable height of interface displacement may be

uced to set up either a small driving head with the large-bore reservoir,

or a relatively large head with the small reservoir. This choice provides

added control over the duration of a flow experiment. In addition, a

given viscosity may be measured in the same capillary at substantially

different Reynolds numbers. Hence, the effect of frictional end losses

may be directly observed and corrections applied at the lower viscosities

as necessary.

The entire assembly of reservoirs, capillary tubing, ana accessory plumbing,

nearly 5 feet long, will be contained within a thermal-control dry box.

Sore difficulties were experienced in supporting the unit to obtain a

straight, strain-free capillary run. Bending of the capillary would have

reduced the problems arising from lack of compactness with the long

capillary, but any useful bends would introduce frictional effects nonlinear

in viscosity and would tend to invalidate the advantages of the long

capillary. The present capillary location is such that the capillary tubing

will receive little mechanical stress from the remaining plumbing and mc.y

be replaced with relative ease.

The viscometer flow system is complete except for installation of the

capillary itself which will be the final step in assembly. The current

activity is to complete the heating and circulation system of the temper-

ature control box. After the assembly is complete, the temperature control

system will be checked to ensure satisfactory temperature uniformity over

the capillary length. The float-transformer detection system will be
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tested and calibrated in place. The capillary tubing will then be

calibrated against liquids of Imown viscosity prior to actual

viscosity measurements on CIF,. These initial measurements will

extend the present COF5 data described under Phase III to higher
temperatures and pressures.
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PHASE III: DATA EVALUATION

OBJECTIVE

Phase XII constituted the overall analysis, internal correlation, and

evaluation of propellant properties data. The initial effort, based on

Air Force requirements and early results of the literature survey, was

directed at establishment of propelli. -it property requirements for Phase II

experimental characterization. Re-emv astion and modification (either

additions or deletions) in the scope of Phase II effort was to be made,

if required, during the continuation of Phase III effort. Necessary

changes in the property requirements were to be approved by the Air Force

Project Engineer. During the remainder of the program, Phase III efforts

were directed toward evaluation and compilation of the data generated

during Phases I and II.

RESULTS AND ACCOMPLISHMES

Propellant Property Requirements

Phase III effort was initiated with a preliminary evaluation of data ob-

tained from a rapid review of the literature under Phase I. This review

provided an initial sumary of the missing properties for each of the

propellants of immediate interest to the Air Force. For the most part,

these propellants had not been defined with respect to thermal conductiv-

ities, dielectric constants, electrical conductivities, surface tensions,

compressibilities (or sonic velocities), and inert gas solubilities.

However, several propellants of ptimary importance were not adequately

characterized (experimental data over wide temperature and/or pressure

ranges) with respect to the basic properties of density, specific heat,

and viscosity.
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An illustration of the original physical property data gaps for the pro-

pellants listed in Phase I is shown in Tables 9 and 10. In these illus-

trations, the existing data on each of the selected propellants are

represented by circles divided into four main quadrants. The absence of

any data is denoted by a blank circle. The existence of a few experimental

pointL or some calculated data is represented by the first or northwest

quadrant. Experimental data over a range of temperature are shown by the

second (southwest) quadrant. Completion of the third quadrant indicates

the existence of a majority of the essential data required for the pro-

pellant's application. Complete experimental physical characterization

over all deqired conditions of temperature and pressure is shown by a

completed circle. A partially completed c;rcle under critical properties

indicates the absence of experimental data for one or more of the defining

conditions. This summary, in addition to consideration of the immediate

availability and readiness of equipment, was used to prepare the experi-

mental priority list for Phase II.

Using these criteria, the following initial experimental plan for Phase rI

determinations was submitted to the Air Force Project Engineer for approval:

1. Physical property measurements were to be initiated on

a. Thermal conductivity of UD!4l-N2H4(50-50)

b. Sonic velocity (adiabatic compressibility) of ClF_

c. Specific heat of ClF3 from 30 F

d. Density of CIF3 from 50 C to critical point

e. Inert gas solubility in ClF 5

f. Viscosity of ClF 5 (over extended temperature and pressures)

2. Thermal conductivity measurements were to continue throughout

the remainder of the program on propellants ranked in the order

of MMR, UDMi, MHF-3, W-5, ClF 3 , H0,, MON, Alumizine, B2116,

Hybalines, B5 H9 , FLOX, OF,, and NF 4 .
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3. Sonic velocity measurements were to continue ranked in the order

"?, ClF3 N204' NON', % H0F-3, MF-5, Alumizine, Hybalines,

B? 9 , B2H6 , oFLX, OF2 , and N.F,.

4. Specific heat measurements were to continue ranked in the order of

0 1DH-N 2 H4 (50-50), MMl, UDMH, MEF-3, M•F-5, Alumizine, Hybalines,

MON, H0 02 , F2 , FLOX, OF2 , and N2 F4 in temperature ranges where

data are missing.

5. Density measurements -Pre to continue ranked in the order of

UDMH-N 2H4 (50-50) (160 F to 500 F), MHF-3 (freezing point to de-

composition point), Mt-5 (freezing point to decomposition point),

and FLOX (range of mixtures over liquidus range).

6. Inert gas solubility measurements were to continue in the order

of *I and tIDM[-N 2H4 (50-50) (if present data are inadequate),

ClF 3, 14F-3, and MHE-5.

7. Viscosity measurements over extended temperature and pressure

ranges were to continue ranked in the order of ClF3 , MHF-3,

MEF-5, UDME-.N A (5O-50), and *9.

8. Other properties were to be measured as the need existed.

Data Compilation

All original sources of data obtained through the Phase I literature sur-

vey were used to compile individual propellant bibliographies regardless

of the eventual use of the data therein. However, before their inclusion

in the bibliography, these sources wVA.; checked for correctness and com-

pleteness of the reference. Where Rocketdyne was unable to obtain the

original source, a secondary reference was used and noted. The complete

bibliography for each propellant was tabulated in a form based on refer-

ences for each propellant and according to physical property.

Completed physical property bibliographies for NW-1, )W-3, MHF-5, CIF3,

and CIF5 are included in this report (Appendixes A through E). Each of
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the sources included in the bibliographies has been checked for correctness

and completeness of the reference. (A B2H6 physical property bibliography

has also been prepared, but the reference check is incomplete.) A short

description of each of these enclosed bibliographies is given in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

The MEF bibliographies are limited to physical property data. Although

several quarterly reports containing the data have appeared under the

referenced contracts, only the final reports were used whenever possible.

The IF 3 bibliography primarily contains sources of physical property data,

but some references are also included for chemical properties. The pub-

lications cited under "General References" are a compendium of physical

property data. Although these sour..es are secondary, they were included

because of their extensive and comprehensive coverage. Sources of cal-

culated data were used where experimental data were not available, but

the eventual publication of these data will include their referencing

as such.

The CIF5 bibliography includes all of the available engineering properties

data; however, only original data sources have been referenced. Where

data are given in both quarterly and final reports of contracts, only the

final report is referenced.

Data Evaluation

The remaining Phase III effort has been c ncentrated on the reduction,

evaluation, and correlation of data generated during Phases I and II.

Physical property date from original publication, as located through the

Phase I literature survey, are being checked for authenticity of the data

(with reference to measurement technique, propellant purity, handling of

results, etc.) and cataloged for future summary publications of each pro-

pellant. Within this cor 'ext and as part of this effort, studies under

Contract AF04(611)-9563 (Ref. 1 and 11), and Rocketdyne-sponsored
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work, a comprehensive draft of a CIF 5 Engineering Properties and Handling

Manual has been Pbsembled for Air Force approval and publication.

Thus far, authenticity checks have been completed on the physical property

data contained in the bibliographies of the five propellants (MIF-1, MIIF-3,

MHF-5, ClF3 , and ClF5 ) listed in the appendices. Although there are some

conflicts in the data for various properties of some of the propellants,

the authenticity check of the experimental data revealed only one potential

cause of discrepancy. Experimental data on CIF 5 phase properties as sumar-

ized in Report RMD 5025-F (p. E-l) resulted from measurements on a propellant

sample of comparatively low (- 96 w/o COF 5 ) purity. Resolution of the other

discrepancies will be continued and presented to the Air Force Project Eng-

ineer for approval before their publication.

Phase III data evaluation efforts also included the curve-fitting of repre-

sentative data from Phase II experimental results and correlations with

other data, if required. The Phase II data curve-fits and resulting

graphical representations are shown in Phase III. Additional analytical

evrluations are in progress to determine the correlation of the epecific

heat results for CIF 3, CH3N2 It3 , and CIF,, described herein, with those

of other investigators (Ref. 6, 7, and 12, respectively) at different

temperature levels.

Chlorine Pentafluoride Viscosity. As a part of the data correlation

efforts, experimental ClF5 viscosity data resulting from two different

studies (Ref. 1 and 12) with overlapping temperature ranges were curve-

fitted from -130.5 to 68 F. The equation which describes the data is:

log 7(lb/ft-sec) = -4-.80138 + 604.145/T(R)

The multiple error of estimate of the least squares curve-fit shown

graphically in Fig. 14 was 1.86 percent.
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Figure14. Viscosity of Chlorine Pentafluoride
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FUTURE EFFORT

The objectives and efferts dencribed in this program have been extended

for a period of 2 years under Contract AF04(611)-11407. This new three-

phase program, which was initiated on I April 1966, will continue the

survey of propellant properties literature; extend the experimental phys-

ical characterization to additional propellants and properties; and con-

tinue the analysis, correlation, evaluation and selected sumary publication

of data generated in Phases I and II.
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WF-1 (23.3 W/o N2H,, 45.3 w/o CH? 0 H3 , 31.4 w/o N2HNO3 ) BIBLIOGRAPHY

PHYSICAL PROPEITY BIBLIOGRAPHY

Composition

RMD 239-F, High Performance Storable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Division, Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: June 1958 - May 1959, Contract NOas 58- 6 44-c,

CONFIDENTIAL.

Melting (Freezina) Point

RMD 239-F, Hizh Performance Storable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: June 1958 - May 1959, Contract NOas 58- 6 44-c,

CONFIDENTIAL.

END 2004-F, High Performance Packageable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denvillc, New Jersey,

Report Period: Jan. - Dec. 1960, Contract NOw 6 0-0106-c, CO•FIDENTIAL.

Boiling Point

RMD 239-F, High Performance Storable Liquid Propellants, RIaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: June 1958 - May 1959, Contract NOas 58- 6 44-c.

CONFIDENTIAL. (Extrapolated from vapor pressure data.)
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Density. Liquid

RN 219-F, High Performance Storable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Deuville, New Jersey,

Report Period: June 1958 - May 1959, Contract NOas 58-A4-c,

CONFIDENTIAL

RMD 2004-43, High Performance Packageable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: July - Sept. 1960, Contract NOw 60-0106 -c, CONFIDENTIAL

Vapor Pressure

RMD 239-F, Hizh Performance Storable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey.

Report Period: June 1958 - May 1959, Contract NOas 58-.44-c,

CONFIDENTIAL.

RND 2004-F, High Performance Packageable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corpora. ion, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: Jan. - De. 1960, Contract NOw 60-0106-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

Heat Capacity. Liquid

RMD 2004-F, High Performance Packageable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: Jan. - Dec. 1960, Contract NOw 60-010 6 -c, CONFIDENTIAL.

Viscosity. Liquid

IL'I) 239-F, High Performance Storable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: June 1958 - May 1959, Contract NOas 58-44-c,

COhFIDENTIAL.
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Decomposition

RMD 1150-F, Research Program to Study Interhalogen Oxidizer Systems,

Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New

Jersey, Report Period: April - Oct. 1959, Contract NWas 59- 6 209-c,

CONFIDENTIAL.

Toxicity

CRDLR 3104, Acute Toxicity of a Mixed Hydrazine Fuel (MIIF-1), Chemical

Research and Development Laboratories, Army Chemical Center, Maryland.
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APPENDIX B

MHF-3 (86 w/o CR3N2H3, 14 w/o N2 H4 ) BIBLIOGRAPHY

PHYSICAL PROPERTY BIBLIOGRApHfY

Comupos it ion

RMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellants Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.

Physical Properties, Compendia

RMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellants Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May - Aug. 1964, Contract N600(19)62259,

CONFIDENTIAL.

Melting Freezing) Point

AGC 1426, Summary, Investigat& n of Liquid Rocket Propellants,

Aerojet-General Corp., Azusa, California, Report Period: Jan. 1948 -

Dec. 1957, Contract N7oar-462, CONFIDENTIAL.

Boiling Point

RMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellants Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.
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Density, Liquid

RMD 1150-F, Research Program to Stuc'y Interhalogen Oxidizer Systems,

Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New

Jersey, Report Period: April - Oct. 1959, Contract NOas 59-6209-c,

CONFIDENTIAL.

RMD 5073-q1, Advanced Propellants for Prepackaged Liquid Engine,

Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New

Jersey, 11 August 1965, Contract NOas 6 5-0575-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

Vapor Pressure

RMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellan.;s Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

N600(19)62259, CONFIDE•TIAL.

Viscosity, Liquid

RMD 2004-F, High Performance Packageable Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Report Period: Jan. - Dec. 1960, Contract NOw 60-0106-c, CONFIDENTIAL.
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APPENDIX C

W-5 (55 w/o C13N2H3, 26 w/o N2 H., 19 v/o N. 5N03) B IBLIOGI"PHY

PHYSICAL PROPEITY BIBLIOGRAPHY

Composition

EN 5005-F, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Report Perioj7 Jan. -

Sept. 1962, Contract NOw 62-0785-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

Melting (Freezing) Point

RMD 5005-F, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Report Period: Jan. -

Sept. 1962, Contract NOw 62-0785-c, CONF• IDETIAL.

Boiling Point

PND 5046-F, Advanced Propellant Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Report

Peiiod: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.

Densit

RMD 5005-F, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Report Period- Jan. -

Sept. 1962, Contract NOw 6 2-0785-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

END 5046-F, Advanced Propellant Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

"N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.
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Vapor Pressure

RMD 5005-F, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Report Period: Jan. -

Sept. 1962, Contract NOw 62-0785-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

UMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellant Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.

Heat Capacity

RMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellant Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

N600(19)6-259, CONFIDENTIAL.

Viscosity

RMD 5005-F, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Report Period: Jan. -

Sept. 1962, Contract NOw 62-0785-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

Flash Point

RMD 5046-F, Advanced Propellant Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 - June 1965, Contract

N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.
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Sh~ck Sensitivity

WIND 5005-F, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reactir i "'tors Div., Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Re ,.. Jeriod: Jan. -

Sept. 1962, Contract NOw 62-0785-c, CONFIDENTIAL.

Decomposition Rate

ILMD 50146-F, Advanced Propellant Investigation for Prepackaged Liquid

Engines, Reaction Motors Div., Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville,

New Jersey, Report Period: May 1964 -'June 1965, Contract

N600(19)62259, CONFIDENTIAL.
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APPENDIX D

CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE BIBLIOGRAPHY

GENERAL IDENTIFICATION

Molecular Weight

International Atomic Weights, 1959

Molecular Structure

Burbank, Robinson, D., and Bensey, Frank N., "The Structure of the

Interhalogen Compounds. I. Chlorine Trifluoride at -120*," J. Chem.

Ph., al, 602-8 (1953).

Pitzer, Kenneth, "Bonding in Xenon Fluorides and Halogen Fluorides,"

Scienc, U22, 41i4-5 (1963).

Smith, D. F., "The Microwave Spectrum and Structure of Chlorine

Trifluoride," J. Chem. Phys., 21, 609-14 (1953).

General References

AECU-4720, Rogers, Max T., "Physical Properties of the Halogen Fluo-

rides and Their Solutions," U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1959.

AGC LRP 178, Physical Properties of Liquid Propellants, Aerojet-

General Corp., Sacramento, California, 13 July 1960.

The Battelle Memorial Institute, Liquid Propellant Handbook, Vol. 2,

"Miscellaneous," 1958, CONFIDENTIAL.

Greenwood, N. N., "Phyiicochemical Properties of the Interhalogen

Compounds," Revs. Pure Applied Chem. (Australia), 1, 8Hi-120 (1911).
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Liquid Propellant Information %gency, Liquid Propellant Manual,

"Chlorine Trifluor~de," 1958.

NARTS 55, Reinhardt, T. F. (ed.), Final Report, Chlorine Trifluoride

and Its Use as an Oxidizer of Rocket Fuels - A Critical Review U. S.

Naval Air Rocket Test Station, Dover, Now Jersey, December 1951,

p• CONFIDENTIAL.

P.S.M.Co. CT-1, Manual, Chlorine Trifluoride. Properties and Methods

of Handli_, Pennsalt Chemicals, Pennsylvania Salt and %anufacturing

Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Revised 9 June 1952.

IR 594-8, Propellant Properties Manual, "Chlorine Trifluoride,"

Roecketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park,

California, I February 1960.

Shishkov, Yu D., and Opalovskii, A. A., "Physicocebmical Properties

of Chlorine Trifluoride," Usy-ekhi- Kim., 22, 760-73 (1960).

TA-8532-2, Technical Bulletin, Chlorine Trifluoride (CTF) and Other

Halogen Fluorides, General Chemicals Div., Allied Chemical and Dye

Corp. (Baker and Adamson Products), Now York, N. Y.

Vincent, L. M., and Gillardess, J., "Chlorine Triflueride," Ceom

Energie At. (France), Rappt. CEA No. 360 (1963).

PWASE PROPERTIES

Meltint (Freezing) Point

Grisard, J. W., Bernhardt, H. A., and Oliver, George D., "hormal

Data, Vapor Pressure and Entropy of Chlorine Trifluoride," J. An.
Chen. Soc., 71. 5725-7 (1951)

fRuff, Otto, "Now Developments in Fluorine Chemistry," Apgov. Cbem.,

L6, 73942 (1933).

Ruff, Otto, and Krug, Herbert, "A New Chlorofluoride CF 3 ," Z. anort.

allgem. Chem., 190, 270-76 (1930).
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Transition Point

Gri-ard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, Ia. cSi.

Boiling Point

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, oo. cit.

Ruff and Krug, o1. cit.

Ruff, 2R. cit.

Banks, A. A., and Rudge, A. J., "The Determination of the Liquid

Density of Chlorine Trifluoride," J. Chem. Soc., 1250, 191-3.

Triple Point

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, o2. cit.

Critical Constants

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, o_. cit.

Ruff and Krug, 2g. cit.

Density. Liquid

Banks and Rudge, oR. cit.

NOTS TP 3002, Quarterly Progres. Report 290. Densities of Liquid

Oxidizers, (Nyberg, D. G., and Poole, D. R.), April-June 1962,

CONFIDENTIAL.

Rocketdyne, this contract.
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De nsity, Vapor

Banks, A. A., Davies, A., and Rudge, A. J., "The Determination of the

Surface Tension and Viscosity of Liquid Chlorine Trifluoride,"

J. Chem. Soc., M, 732-5.

Vylor Press.ure

Grieard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, 9k. cit.

Ruff and Krug, M. cit.

P.S*M.Co. CT-1, oo. _t..

Surface Tens.ion

Banks, Davies, rd Rudge, 2g. cit.

Rogers, Max T., and Garver, Emerson E., 'Viscosities and Surface

Tensions of Some Liquid Halrge Fluorides," J. PhDM. Chem., 62,
952-4 (1958).

Coeffient of Therval -Fansion

Roberts, J. E., Leigh, G. A., and Tkylor, A. J., "The •gnition of

Liquid MoL-o-Propellaats for Gunsm,'" Ariament Desigak Establhsiment,

Ministry of Supply, Tech. Note A.D.E. (Lang) 54/11113, April 1954,

p. 26, CONThIDTIAL.

Paracnor

Banks, Davies, and sludge, 2_. cit.
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V IhODYAMIC PROPERTIES

General References, Compendia of Thermodynamic Data

JANAF Thermochemical Data, 30 June 1961.

NARTS 55, Reinhardt. T. Fg (ed.), o2. cit.

Rossini et al., "Selected Values of Chemical Thermodynamic Properties,"

Circular 500, National Bureau o! Standards, U. S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C., pp. 26, 549, February 1952.

Scheer, M. D., "Thermodynamic Properties of Chlorine Trifluoride,"

J. Chem. Phys., 2C, 924 (1952).

Heat of Formation

Evans, W'illiam H. Maunson, Thorns R., and Wagman, Donald D.,

"*Thermodynamic Properties of Some Gaseous Halogen Compounds,"

J. Research Natl. Bur. Stda., U, 147-64A (1955). (calculated)

NARTS 55, Reinhardt, T. F. (ed.), og. cit. (calculated)

Schmitz, if., and Schumacher, It. J., "The Heat of the Reaction

1/2 F2  1/2 Cl.2 - CIF," Z. Naturforahg., is, 362 (1947).

"Chlorine Trifluoride," JANAF Thermochemical Data, the Dov Chemical

Company, Thermal Laboratory, Midland, Michigan, March i966, CONFIDIETIAL.

(calculated)

Heat of F-asion

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, R cit.

Heat of Transition

Grisard, Bernhardl, and Oliver, S. cit.
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lkznt of Vaproization

Evans, Munson, and Wagman, a. cit. (calculated)

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver; 2g. cit. (calculated)

Ruff and Krug, op. cit.

Hle,__t Capacity, Solid

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, a. cit.

Heat Capmcity, Liquid

Griscrd, Bernhardt, and Oliver, 22. t.it.

RockL&t~yne, this cuntract.

.!eat Znpacity, Vapor

Clanssen, Hovard 11., Weinstock, Bervard, and Meal, John G.,

"Vibrational Spectra and Thermeaynamic Pronertles of CIF and BrF,

J. Chpm. phMs., 28, 285-9 (1958). (calculated)
Scheer, Mqilton D., yp kit clcltd

Sharer, V. K., and Wicke, E., "Raman Spettram, Symetry, aita

Thermodynamic Properties of Chlorine Trikluoride," Z. Elcktroch.m.,

52, 205-9 (19418). •talculated)

Entrap~y

Claassen, Weinstock, and Malm, op. cit.

Evans, Munson, and Wagman, a_1. cit.

Grisard, Bernhardt, and Oliver, on. cit.

Sclbepr, M4ilton D, Mp. c.it.

Shtifer, V. K,, and Wicke, E., a. cit.
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Weber, Alfons, and Ferigle, Salvador M., "Thermodynamic Properties

of Chlorine Trifluoride," J. Chem. Phys., 20, 1497 (1952).

Heat of Dissociation

p.
Shafer, V. K., and Wicke, E., 2g. cit.

Heat of Reaction-

Schmitz and Schumacher, "The Equilibrium CUP + F 2 - CIF3 ," ' . cit.

Schmitz, H., and Schumacher, II. J., "The Equilibrium

C1? 3 + CIF3 fI (C1F 3 )2 ," Z. Naturforscha., 2a, 363 (1947).

Energy of Activation

Rogers and Garver, o2. cit. (calculated)

Force Constants

Long, D. A., and Jones, D. T. L., "Force Constant Calculations. V.

In Plane Vibrations of Chlorine Trifluoride, C1F3 ," Trans. Faraday Soc.,

5, .273-5 (1963).

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

Banks, Davies, and Rudge, 22. cit.

Rogers and Garver, 21. cit.

Thermal Conductivity

AGCi LRP 178, a. cit. (calculated)
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EECTMMOAGIN'IC PROPERTI"S

Dipole 1oiuent

Magnuson, Dale W., "Dielectric Constant Measurements of Chlorine

Trifluoride at 9400 Me/see. ," J. Chem. IThys., 20, 229-32 (1952).

Magnuson, Dale W., "Microwave Dielectric-Constant Measurements,"

J. Chem. Phys., 24, 314-7 (1956).

Rogers, Max T., Pruett, R. D., and Speir-R, John L., "The Electric

Moments of Some Interhalogen Compounds," J. Am. Chem. Soc., ,

5280-2 (1955).

Dielectric Constant

Magnuson, Dale W., J. Chem. Phys., 20, M. cit.

Magnuson, D1ve W., J. Chem. Phys., 24, a, cit.

Rogers and Gea,-r, o. cit.

Rogers, MA% T. , Thompaon, H. Bradford, and Speirs, John L.,

"Dielectric Coastants of Liquid Chlorine Trifuloride and Iodine

Pentafluoride,' J.. A. Chem. Soc., 11, 4811-3 (1954).

Electric Conductivity

Banks, A. A., Emel~us, H. J., and Woolf, A. A., "Electrical Conduc-

tivity of Chlorine Trifluoride, Bromirne Trifluoride, and Iodine

Pentafluoride," J. Chem. Soc., IW, 2861-5.

PCC 8518-ASPR-12/61, Annual Sumuary Progrens Report. 5 leaisof

Inorganic Oxidizers, Pennsalt Chemicals Corp., Wyndmoor, Mi. Contract

AP01(611)-8518, I November 1963 - 1 December 19(6, CONFIDW71AL.
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Magnetic Susceptibility

Rogers , Max T., Panish, M. B., and Speirs, John L., "The Magnetic

Susceptibilities of Chlorine Trifluoride, Bromine Trifluoride,

Bromine Pentafluoride, and Iodine Pentafluoride," J. Chem- $2c.,

-, 5292-3 (1953).

Magnetic Properties, ParVae1netism and DimnEnetism

Rogers, Panish, and Speirs, 2. p cit.

Polariz.tion, Electric and Molar

!fr0gi=son, Dale W., J. Phv.-ns., 20, 2j. cit.

Magnkon, Dal* W., J. Che 1. Phys., Z o. cit.

Rogers, Pruett, and Speire, 2p. cit.

OPTICAl1 AM SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES

Infrared Sectrum

C.aaasen, W.Znstock, end Haila, 2E. Sit.

Jones, E. A., Parkinson, T. F., and Murray R. B., "The Infrared and

Rman Spectra of Chlcrine Trifluoride," J. Chem. Vhys,, U1 301-2

(1949).

Ran Spectru

Claessen, Weinstodk, and Malm, Sp. cit.

Jones, Parkinson, and Murray, 2p. ci t.
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Shirer, and h .c•,, 2p. cit.

V'ibrational Spectrum

Claassen, Weinstock, and Malm, op. cit.
p

Nuclear iaýnetic Resonavce

Alexakos, Louis G., and Cornwall, C. D., "Collision-Narrowing Tech-

nique for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Gases at Moderate

Pressures," J. Chem. Phys., M, 1616-17 (1963).

Alexakos, Louib Gr., and Cornwall, C. D., "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

(WMR) Spectra o • ClF3 and CIF: Gaseous Spectra and Gaa-to-Liquid

Shifts," J. Caem. 41ys., 41, 2098-107 (1964).

Index of Refraction

Rogers, Max T., '.lik, Jim G,, and Speirs, John L., "The Refractive

Indexes and onlar Refractions of Some Halogen Fluorides and Fluoro-

carbon Derivatives in the Vapor State," J. Am. Chem. Soc., 78, 46-7

(1956).

CIILIICAL PROPIEUTIES

General Chemist!y and Reactions

Booth, Harold S., and Pinkston, John T., Jr., "The Halogen Fluorides,"

Chem. Rev., 41, 1421-39 (1947).

NL%.TS 55, Reinhardt, T. F. (ed.) 2R., cit.
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PCC-8518 QPR Nos. 1-10, Quarterly Progress Reports, Synthesis of

Inorganic Oxidizers, Pennsalt Chemicals Corp., King of Prussia, Pa.

Contract AF0(611)-8518, CONFIDENTIAL.

lMD 5005-F, Final Report, Packaged Liquid Propellants, Reaction

Motors Div., Thiokol Chem. Corp., Denville, N. J., Report Period:

Jan. - Sept 1962, Contract NOw 62-0785-c CONFIDENTIAL.

Ruff, and Krug, op. cit.

Shishkov and Opalovskii, 2p. cit..

Solubility

NARTS 55, Reinhardt, T. F. (ed.), 2p. Eit.

P.S.M.Co. CT-1, op. cit.

RM 585-392, P-3 Quarterly Progress Report, Rocketdyne, a Division

of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif., 6 January 1960.
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APPENDIX E

CILLOILINE PLNTAFWLORIDE BIBLIOGPAP1Y

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Phase Properties

R-5369, Final Report, Research in the Synthesis of lligh-Enerjny Storable

Oxidizers, Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,

Canoga Park, California, RTD-TDR-1117, Contract AFOI(611)-7023, December

1963, CONFIDENTIAL.

R-6053, Final Report, Preparation and Characterization of a New High

Energy Oxidizer, ltocketdyne, a Division oi North American Aviation, Inc.,

Canoga Park, California, AiTtPL-TR-65-51, Contract AFO4(611)-9563, April

1965, CONFIDENTIAL.

R-6147, Final Report. Physico-Chemical Characterization of lHigh-Energ"

Storable Propellants, Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation,

Inc., Canoga Park, California, AIRPL-TR-,5-125, Contract APUI4(611)-9380,

May 1965, CONFIDENTIAL.

R-653'-, Final Report, i'gine,' Iing Properties of Rocket Propelllants,

Rocketdyne, a Division of North Amierican Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park,

Ca I i orn ia, AFMItL-.TR1-bf- 122, Cont r'ac t AF0', (6 1 I)-l0"6,, .ianutt ry i'4)(0).

C.GNFIDMNTIAL. (This report)

lMBD ')0215-F, Heterogeneous Propellant Progi'am, Reaction Motors l)ivi.ion,

Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Report Perind:

17 December 1962 to l1963, Contract N'w 63-O396-c, CONFIDENTIAI.
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RMD 5036-F, Advanced &'rth Storable Liquid Propellants, Reaction Motors

Division, Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey, Contract

NOw 61-0740-c, February 1965, CONTIDENTIAL.

RHD 5050-F, Advanced Oxidizers for Prepackaged Liquid Engines, Reaction

Motors Division, Thiokol Cherical Corporation, Denville, New Jersey,

Contract NO%- 6W-0447-c, 31 July 19b5, CONFIDENTIAL.

0801-01-2, Evaluation of High Enermy Materials as Liquid Propellants,

Aerojet-General Corporation, Azusa, California, Contract DA-04-495-A.4C-

255(Z), January 196, CONFIDENTIAL.

Thermodynamic Properties

R-5369, Rocketdyne, op. cit.

R-6055, Rocketdyne, op. cit.

RMD 5050-F, Reaction Motors Division, op. cit.

AR-IS-63, Preparation and Charneterizatioe of Compound Fi1 BG and Its

Mixtures With Other Oxidizers, Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan,

RTD-TDR-63-1065, Contract AFO4(611)-8524, 5 July 1963, CONFIDENTIAL.

PR No. lb, Rocket Propellant Research and Development, American Cyanimid.

Stamford, Connecticut, Contract NOrd 18728, August 196., CONTID•NTIAL.

Transport Properties

R-6055, Rocketdyne, op. cit.

R-b2!a8-3, Rocketdyne, op. cit.

R.'4D 5030-F, Reaction Motors Division, op. cit.
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Electromannetic Properties

R-6055, Rocketdyne, op. cit.

QPR 6, Synthesis of Inorganic Oxidizers, Pennualt Chemical Company, King

p'• of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Report Period: 1 March 196'i to I June 1964,

Contract AF0J(611)-8518, CONFIDEiTIAL.

1fICAL PROPERTIES

11-6055, Rocketdyne, op. cit.

R-6147, Rocketdyne, p. cit.

FLV 5030-F, Reaction Motors Divisioi, op. cit.

f• 11-19, Research on Hith Eneray Oxidizers for Advanced Solid Rocket

Propellants, Allied Chebical Corp., Morristown, New Jersey, Contract

k'--30-069-ORD-2b38, 31 December 1963, CONTIDENDIAL.

P1-20, Research on High Energy Oxidizers for Advanced Solid Rocket

P-rpellants, Allied Chemical Corp., Morristown, Kew Jersey, Contract

t-.30-069-OD-2638, 31 March 1964, CONFIDW4TIAL.

Fil-21, Research on High Eneizy Oxidizers for Advanced Solid Rocket

SProelnlants, Allied Chemical Corp., Morristoun, New Jersey, Contract
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Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
Research and Technology Division, Air

_..... Force Systems Comand, Edwards, Calif.

The results of a 12-month progrmi on the analytical and experimental character-

ization of the physical properties of selected liquid propellants are presented

in three phases. In Phase I, a literature survey was conducted to update the
presently available compilation of physical properties data. Phase I1 experi-

mental efforts have resulted in the measurement of N 2 H,-(C'( 3 )2)0V2 L(50-5O) an
CJyN2H3 thermal conductivity; IFN and ClF sonic velocity; ClF and atY ,1

5 3 ClNi.specific heat, and correction of CIF. specific heat data; CIF3 phase properties;
and the design and assembly of apparatuses for measurement of inert gas solu-
bility in liquids and liquid viscosities at extended temperatures and pressures.
Phase III efforts included the assembly and evaluation of physical property
data on 1•Ufh.1, KGU'-3, EW-5. CIFY, and CIP5 for future summary publication and

correlation of all data generated in Phases I and II. (C)
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